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EditOrial

Human rights and gender equality are not static categories, their respect and enforcement is at the mercy of political and 
societal dynamics with progress often being two steps forward and one step backward. 
This issue of our annual publication covers a wide gamut of concerns on the progress we are making in advancing the status 
of women and gender equality in our societies. The challenges range from traditions and patriarchal culture to the political 

impediments, economic challenges and social consequences of the neo-liberal transition underway in the region of South Eastern 
Europe, to which this issue is dedicated. 
Moreover, the democratic deficit demonstrated by the rise of “illiberal” democracies and authoritarian tendencies that are of 
conservative, clerical and right wing provenance, further endanger and exacerbate progress achieved in gender equality goals. 
These trends should not be taken lightly as gender equality remains this “litmus test” of democracy as an issue of basic human 
rights and fundamental freedoms. To illustrate our concerns as well as our propositions in this issue we are attaching the reports 
from the three Korčula Schools dedicated to the public and the political, economic and social and violence against women with 
particular focus on sexual harassment. 
Finally, formally 2014 is the year when the CEE Network for Gender Issues marks its twentieth anniversary. We have come a long 
way in terms of gains for gender equality in the region, as well as the potential, capacities and the role the CEE Network for Gender 
Issues plays and can play in the future to promote democracy, human rights and social justice in this region.

                                                                                                                       daša Šašić Šilović
                                                                                                                                                     Chair, International Board

                                                                                                                                                   CEE Network for Gender Issues

December 2014 

Daša Šašić Šilović
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cEE NEtWOrK FOr 
GENdEr iSSuES

1994 - 2014

t he CEE Network for Gender Issues was established in 1994 by the European Forum for Democracy and 
Solidarity. In 2013 (Zagreb) the Network and the European Forum celebrated 20 years of political and 
civic engagement in democracy building in CEE countries in transition.

The Network has a strong base, support and engagement from men and women in the European Forum 
and social democratic (SD), left and progressive political parties in Europe, as well as broad partnerships with 
international organisations with the strong gender equality mandate as well as with civil society.

Sonja Lokar, Zita Gurmai, Daša Šašić Šilović
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█ MiSSiON
•	 To promote the empowerment of women and gender equality objectives into mainstream strategies, 

policies and programs of center-left, progressive and social democratic political parties in transition 
countries in central and eastern europe

•	 To promote gender equality and the empowerment of women and equal opportunities in the region 
through partnerships

█ cONStituENcy aNd cOMMuNity OF PracticE
•	 CEE Network is a coalition of women’s organizations and groups from SD, left and progressive political 

parties and civil society organizations. CEE Network activists, women and men, come from all walks 
of life. They are political leaders, politically engaged activists or active participants in civic movements 
from Albania, Armenia, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Estonia, 
Georgia, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Serbia, 
Slovakia, Slovenia, Ukraine, as well as from other parts of Europe and most recently progressive and 
social democratic women leaders in Arab countries in transition, program launched in 2012.

•	 The Network is an associate member of PES1 Women and cooperates closely with the Foundation for 
European Progressive Studies (FEPS). 

1     The Party of European Socialists brings together the Socialist, Social Democratic and Labor Parties of the European Union.

CEE Network meeting: women in national minorities (Budapest  - 1995) 
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█ SiGNaturE activitiES
•	 Analysis and formulation of strategies policies and election platforms regarding most acute political, 

economic and social problems that women are facing in transition and identification of good practice

•	 Capacity and party  women’s organization building

•	 Support to  nationwide gender awareness campaigns

•	 Harmonization of national legislation on gender issues with that of the European Union and elaboration 
of gender sensitive policy guidelines for the integration of Central and Eastern European countries into 
the EU

•	 Yearly flagship publication, published in Hungary, on political, economic and social status of women with 
written inputs from well-known SD, progressive and left oriented women champions and human rights  
activists from the  CEE region 

•	 Active network, including an electronic network, of women’s organizations and co-ordination of their 
activities

█ 20 yEar tracK rEcOrd - StrONG rESultS 
•	 Working with political parties, the European Forum for Democracy and Solidarity, PES Women and FEPS2,  

the CEE Network has been instrumental in mainstreaming women’s concerns and gender equality related 
issues into SD, progressive and left political party policies and programs, into country mainstream political 
discourse and often into government policies  

•	 The CEE Network was instrumental in the establishment and the development of the Stability Pact for 
South Eastern Europe  Gender Task Force in 19973 

•	 It custom designed and implemented the  “Women Can Do It” (I, II, III) gender awareness and advocacy 
programs (1996-1999)  in South Eastern Europe and later prepared  the “Youth Can Do It” manual

•	 Signature annual publications as advocacy and policy guidance to women’s organizations of social 
democratic, progressive and left parties.

2     Foundation for European Progressive Studies, Brussels

3     Until 2012 the GTF was chaired by the CEE Network Executive Director.
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PHaSE i (1994-1997): establishment of the Network, mapping of existing organizations, assessment 
of the situation and impact of transition, as well as strategy, outreach and advocacy (including 
publications), support to women’s party organizations and mainstreaming into European Forum 
activities 

rESultS: Network established with strategy, workplan; budget approved by European Forum foundations; 
political positions set on key issues relating to transition – focus on political engagement and gender balance 
in political leaderships and economic and social impact of transition; established partnerships with feminist 
networks and institutions; successful conference organized in Prague bringing together more than 100 
participants from women’s organizations (political and NGOs), trade unionists and feminists groups on issues 
relating to women’s empowerment and gende3r equality in transition countries.

PHaSE ii (1998-2000): establishment of strong feminist streams within left wing parties in 21 former 
transition countries and strengthening their outreach to progressive women NGOs and trade union 
women activists 

rESultS: newly formed social democratic and progressive parties became champions of gender equality;  
women party organizations/wings were established; party quota regulations in the party statutes were enacted; 
more articulated political and public positions to promote  women’s economic and social rights, right to free 
and safe abortion, paid maternity and parental leave, and special women pension rights were promoted; 
strengthened regional cooperation; launch of the Women Can Do It program applied to local and national 
elections in SEE in particular with tangible effect.

CEE Network meeting: women in the new civil societies (Bucarest - 1995) 
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PHaSE iii (2000-2004): acting as a think tank for social democratic and progressive women’s 
organizations and political parties in the future 12 new Eu member states; main partner and supporter 
of the Stability Pact Gender task Force4. 

rESultS: progressive social democratic women politicians in SEE became  the backbone of nation-wide 
women coalitions trying to use the EU enlargement process for the introduction of the highest EU standards 
on gender equality into their national legislations; legal quota rules in the first 4 out of 12 SEE countries (BiH, 
Macedonia, Kosovo, Slovenia) were enacted; SD parties from the new member states mainly maintained the 
average of women MEPs in the PES group in 2004 European elections. 5 

PHaSE iv (2004-2009): Systematic capacity building work, especially in collaboration with PES 
Women, with Sd, left and progressive women organizations in 10 new Eu member states continued; 
transfer of Sd policies and best practice from best performing European parties  on specific gender 
equality issues (child care, reproductive health and rights, gender sensitive active employment 
policies and political empowerment of women); advisory services to European Women’s lobby parity 
campaign in preparation for 2009 EP elections and assistance, to women in Sd and progressive 
parties in new member states to maintain the high placing of women on the party lists for European 
elections.  

4     Establishment of cross party- civil society- governments-international actors regional projects for political empowerment of women in the SEE region

5     Dr. Zita Gurmai (Hungarian Socialist party and Member of CEE International Board)  is now in her second term as MEP, one of the most visible SD women MEPs in the 
EU parliament and President of PES Women 

CEE Network meeting: women in the media in Central and Eastern Europe (Budapest  - 1996) 
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rESultS: i. social democratic parties maintained 40% of elected women MEPs’; ii. SD women defined 
and transformed at least a number social democratic gender equality policies into the governmental policies 
when their parties were in power serving in coalition governments (Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Macedonia, Serbia); iii. gender equality mechanisms were established, national gender equality plans were 
adopted, quota were enacted; iv. support to NGO campaigns to enact national legislation on violence against 
women (Albania, Croatia, and Montenegro).

PHaSE v (2010-2012):   cEE Network continued its work with women party organizations mostly in 
the SEE region, focusing on the issue of mentoring and strategies to address the consequences of 
the financial and economic crises and ensure the respect of women’s economic, social and personal 
rights. the Network initiated a project, in cooperation with the lP Westminster Foundation, to 
support Sd and progressive women in ukraine and arab spring countries to promote peer learning 
and experiences regarding women’s issues in countries of transition. 

rESultS: i. in-depth assessment of responses to the economic and social crisis and formulation of proposals 
to SD/progressive political parties; ii. launch of the Korčula School – high level annual consultation on women’s 
empowerment and key current gender equality issues; iii. launch of the project in Ukraine and Arab spring 
countries; iv. strengthened partnerships.

The Gender Network produces an Annual Report and an annual signature publication. 

PES Women Summit  (Rome - 2014)
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PHaSE vi (2012-2014):   Successful organization of the signature Korčula School on gender issues 
with topics: i. women in politics (2012), ii. economic and social challenges to gender equality (2013), 
iii. violence against women with focus on sexual harassment (2014). the Network continued to 
help partners in ukraine to develop a new Sd platform for ukraine and to establish a nation- wide 
cross-cutting women’s coalition striving for enactment of the quota in electoral legislation and to 
work with the arab Women’s Network, as well as strengthened partnerships with women’s S&d 
party forums and other NGOs. Particular activity involved support to women’s S&d party forums in 
training and gender advocacy. the Network leaflet on principles for gender equality prepared for 
2014 European Parliament elections was translated into 6 languages in the region and used beyond 
EP elections.

rESultS: strengthened political network, peer learning and political outreach. Establishment of a strong 
platform for political mainstreaming of gender equality into party political platforms and activities. 

█ PartNErS 
The CEE Network cooperates with left-of-center European foundations that make up the European Forum, 
especially the Karl Renner Institut, Alfred Mozer Stichting, Olof Palme Center, Westminster Foundation and 
Jean Jaurès foundation in its first phases. It also established cooperation with trade unions, gender equality 
experts and academia. It is today primarily financed by a grant from the International Olof Palme Center, as 
the Network strategic partner, and for individual initiatives by other foundations, primarily by the Westminster 
foundation (uK). 

PES Election Congress (Rome - 2014)
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CEE Network has over time established strong partnerships with feminist movements in the region, individual 
champions for women’s rights and a diverse group of international partners. 

CEE Network has international recognition and cooperates with PES, PES Women, SIW, FEPS, NDI, IPU, 
OSCE, and transferring experience, knowledge, analysis, approaches and methodologies across Europe, 
especially in CEE, and through consulting services in countries like Turkey,   the CIS and North African Arab 
countries. It has worked with UNDP, UNIFEM, UN ECE, OSCE ODIHIR, EIGE, European Commission and EU 
Parliament and other international institutions.

█ cEE NEtWOrK iNtErNatiONal BOard
CEE Network has an International Board (chaired by Daša Šašić Šilović), Executive Director (Sonja Lokar) 
and Project Manager (Mija Javornik). Members: Dr. Zita Gurmai (President Pes Women and former MeP) 
supported by Attila Benedek; Marta Szigeti Bonifert (CEE Network Board Member); Karolina Leakovic 
(SDP Croatia).  While initially housed in Budapest (Hungary), today its offices are in Ljubljana (Slovenia) with 
sub-offices in Budapest and Zagreb (previously in Talinn).

Contact: Sonja Lokar and Mija Javornik, CEE Network for Gender Issues, C/o ZLSD

Tel : +386 12 444 119;   Mobile: + 386 40 885 860;   ceegendernet@gmail.com;   sonja.lokar48@gmail.com

Zita Gurmai, Martin Schulz, Daša Šašić Šilović
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Zita
GurMai
President PES Women

Member CEE Network International Board

cEE NEtWOrK FOr 
GENdEr iSSuES 

EvaluatiON MEEtiNG
Budapest, Hungary, 29 November 2014

t he CEE Network for Gender Issues (CEE Network) held its evaluation and review meeting recently in 
Budapest, Hungary. The participants reviewed the work done by the CEE Network since its foundation 
and defined short- and long-term key priorities for the coming period. In this framework, special attention 

was paid to assessing progress in strengthening party women’s organisations and empowering women leaders 
to promote S&D party internal democracy and electoral results.  
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█ OvErviEW OF tHE FirSt 20 yEarS OF tHE cEE 
NEtWOrK, currENt POlitical cHallENGES aNd 
ENSuiNG PriOritiES

f ollowing the opening remarks of Daša Šilović, Chair of the CEE Network, Sonja Lokar, Executive Director 
started off the seminar by refreshing participants’ memory on the beginnings of the Network. She 
gave an overview on the need for SD women to organise themselves early in the 90’s to become 

engines of change of the status of women in transition societies. She briefly touched upon the organisational 
development of the Network, which gradually became an NGO with three offices (Budapest, Ljubljana, 
Zagreb), regional outreach activities, all with the core funding being provided by the Olof Palme Centre, Sweden. 

It was underlined that the Network’s initial strategy included three core elements: 

•	 safeguarding achievements in gender equality in the transition process 

•	 changing the gender balance of power and finding ways to include women, on an equal footing with men, 
in decision making processes in  SD parties and society overall. 

The methodology of CEE Network success was based on three strategic tools, namely:

1. the creation of women organisations inside SD political parties; 

2. making SD parties gender sensitive by integrating gender equality issues in the party statutes, in party 
electoral programmes and coalition agreements and 

3. reaching out to other women from different political orientation to work together by building big cross-
cutting national coalitions.

Reviewing recent political developments, participants set out to evaluate CEE Network’s last three years of 
work in a dual context: that of uneven and fragile progress of SD women within their parties and societies 
and that of political regression of SD parties due to their overall move to the center, i.e. the acceptance of the 
neoliberal transition model both in the EU accession and post EU accession processes and development.

Participants took note of the CEE Network core activities within the last three years, which were: 

1. Korčula Think Tank annual meetings (Korčula School) 

2. participation in the EU elections in 2014 

3. study visits and party by party cooperation  

4. reaching out to the national, regional, EU and global partners, within and outside the SD political family 
especially through the strengthening of the Network communication strategy 

using examples of countries where SD parties have been in government (Bosnia-Herzegovina, Croatia, Slovenia) 
and countries where SD parties are in opposition (Serbia, Hungary), participants held an exchange of views on 
the most optimal ways to deal with the damage that has been inflicted to SD parties and societies by neoliberal 
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patterns of development; to revive, make a renaissance of sd parties and to use gender mainstreaming and 
the power of SD women for the revitalisation of the left in all countries of the CEE region.

Participants underlined that extensive further effort is necessary to strengthen SD parties’ place within 
society, depending on individual circumstances in each country of the region. This work needs to include, in 
parallel, substantive and programming issues. There is a need to ensure that SD parties when in power 
take the opportunity to make substantive political, economic and social changes to benefit women. However, 
equal attention needs to be paid to gender equality concerns when these parties are either in opposition, and/
or in coalition governments. In such cases, special attention needs to be paid to how gender equality questions 
are included in coalition agreements and to women’s position in decision-making. 

Participants touched upon the necessity of reform of Sd parties within the region, to boldly formulate the 
necessary ideological and managerial response to defeats, to the SD identity crisis and citizens’ alienation from 
political parties. In this light, further work on political party schools was mentioned, as well as the need to find 
innovative ways of working with emerging left parties and the civil society. 

Based on the discussions, a crucial topic of focus emerged - the gender impact of elections. Participants 
agreed to follow this path and work further on the:

•	 education within political parties; 

•	 impact of gender related campaigning; 

•	 analysis of women’s abstention and linking grassroots movements with the EU level political bodies and 
decision-making

Annual CEE Gender Network Seminar (Budapest - 2014)
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•	 intensified cooperation, especially on specific topics, with FEPS (Foundation for European Progressive 
Studies) and PES and PES Women (Party of European Socialists Women), European Forum for 
Democracy and Solidarity, SOLIDAR and other S&D entities to ensure gender mainstreaming across left 
and progressive policies in the EU, the CEE region and beyond.

█ rEPOrtiNG aNd OBJEctivE SEttiNG FOr 2015
Participants commended the Olof Palme International Centre for its long-term support that has largely 
contributed to CEE Network’s administrative operation and core work. Participants agreed that the Korčula 
think tank Project has been a clear success: it has done substantial work on the political and public 
presentation of women, active employment policies and violence against women (focus: institutional violence 
and sexual harassment of women).

The ensuing messages, together with the publication leaflet on gender equality for the 2014 European 
Parliament elections have been important elements to bring CEE Network together with regional and European 
partners. It has been agreed to continue this project in 2015.

While reviewing the tha’era project, participants held an exchange of views on the lessons learned and the 
challenges of fostering women’s political participation in the Arab Spring region, especially by using CEE 
Network lessons learnt from the transition. 

Looking ahead, participants agreed to work within the S&d Joint Platform on gender equality in the South 
Eastern European region and later bring this forward to the PES congress in Budapest in June 2015. 

CEE Network Seminar (Budapest - 2014)
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Participants endorsed the Board’s proposal to strengthen the partnership with key European partners, 
such as the PES and FEPS. This shall include, among others - a project on migration (jointly with SOLIDAR), a 
follow-up and localisation of the PES Women campaign on combatting violence against women. 

In regards to activities and priorities for 2015, the Board drew participants’ attention to two significant 
challenges, one being the strengthening of the financial base, the other being securing additional human 
resources to deal with the increased workload that is due to a significantly bigger number of projects and 
partners. 

█ cONcluSiON
The evaluation seminar was considered successful. Participants showed a very solid knowledge of the 
functioning of the CEE Network, its past achievements were endorsed and present challenges were discussed 
with a view of finding optimal ways forward. All participants shared examples from their countries, therefore 
the seminar proved to be an ideal hub for exchange of best practices. Looking ahead, all present were very 
much in favour of an intensified regional activity in 2015, which shall be complemented by a strong partnership 
with the European-level representatives of the SD political family. The main findings of the evaluation seminar, 
together with select articles from participants and other experts from the CEE region will be published in a 
booklet, for dissemination purposes. 

After the closure of the evaluation seminar, CEE Network held its Board Meeting at the same premises, in 
camera.

Annual CEE Gender Network Seminar (Budapest - 2014)
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KOrČula ScHOOl 2012
“POlitical, EcONOMic aNd SOcial cHallENGES iN 

SOutHEaStErN EurOPE - iMPact ON GENdEr Equality”

6-8 september 2012

____________________________________________

MESSaGES

i n an open, frank and substantive political dialogue the 24 participants – women members of European and 
national parliaments, women politicians and activists, academic - from the CEE region (Albania, Bosnia 
and Herzegovina, Croatia, Hungary, Montenegro Serbia, Slovenia) and from France, Greece, Italy, The 

Netherlands, Spain), who participated in the Korčula School formulated the following messages. 

Korčula School (2012)
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•	 The political, economic, social and cultural challenges of today require that progressive and left political 
forces not only clearly and boldly articulate a new, innovative and sustainable long-term vision for Europe 
and its citizens, women and men, but immediate action. In an interconnected world, Europe should 
actively cooperate in finding just global economic and social solutions in the interest of citizens throughout 
our planet, based on a long-term vision and not ad hoc actions without direction.

Europe’s basic principles and values, and those of the social-democratic movement, that are the civilization 
acquis of the French Revolution and the Age of the Enlightenment, are threatened by a conservative 
backlash with a potential to reverse already attained human rights and gains. Its economic and social 
model is also threatened and can easily be dismantled at the expense of Europe’s citizens, its peace and 
security and its future. 

Progressive forces should lead this articulation and implementation, lest they be overtaken by conservative 
and right wing politics which have a different interpretation of Europe’s fundamental values. We have 
learnt this in the last twenty years on the gender equality issue – the right has been espousing our cause 
for gender equality but in a conflicting sense – changing legislation.  Europe does not need piece meal 
solutions but a coherent political, economic and social model for the 21st century based on the already 
adopted PES documents, work and activities and the basic tenets and fundamental rights as guaranteed 
by the EU.  It is about implementation, agility to adapt, adjust and enforce as we learn from our fight for 
gender equality. It is not about social or economic Europe – it is both. It is not about human rights without 
gender equality – we need participatory, representative, active and parity democracy, social justice, equal 
opportunities and human rights for all Europe’s citizens. 

Political parties can achieve this vision only through broad societal partnerships. It needs to be articulated 
and argumented in a manner that can be understood by all citizens, which among others demands that 

we work closely with the media. It has to meet their aspirations and needs. Gender equality and women’s 
rights should be an integral part and parcel of that vision and not an afterthought. It should provide a 
sustainable economic and social model for the future generations to live in and build on. Just tightening, 
yet again, the economic and social belt is not a solution, as pointed out in the FEPS publication « Austerity 
is not the answer ». We see the lines of poor people in Europe, among them especially women, young 
people and the migrants, growing. Social-democrats cannot tolerate poverty on a continent with so 
much wealth and assets! European solutions have to be cognizant of long term social and economic 
consequences of unemployment, poverty and social marginalisation – who will pay the tab in fifty years. 
They also need to be flexible enough to adapt to the changing global circumstances.

Finding innovative and productive solutions, by engaging our societies, by engaging all members of our 
societies, with a special focus on youth, to maximize their assets and actively participate in the “new 
deal” and a new economic and social European compact is crucial to our success. We cannot betray our 
principles and goals.

•	 In the difficult choices that Europe, and especially its socialist and social-democratic parties and 
movements, have to make to address the crisis, the hardly won human rights and especially those of 
women should not be lost under the blanket of opportunistic economic solutions agreed behind closed 
doors by conservative governments of the EU member states. We need to ensure that conservative 
solutions to the crisis are not sold to the people of Europe as ideological and gender neutral. This demands 
that we do not compromise our politics in our institutional policies when in government. Social-democrats 
need to be consistent with their tradition, values and vision and should not let anybody to give rights with 
one hand and take them away with the other. 

There is no more public space for complacency and compromises with a neo-liberal model that has gone 
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bankrupt. We cannot continue depleting our social capital, individual and family assets, annihilating the 
results of our investments in education, of girls and boys, universal health care and social policies which 
provide freedoms and economic, social and personal independence and choices for women. We cannot 
go back on women’s rights, on gender equality, on the right to reproductive health and abortion, on 
sexual freedoms and diversity. 

There are innovative solutions in Europe. They often stem from citizens themselves. These should be urgently 
studied and progressive party responses should be based on these initiatives to reactivate and reinvigorate 
our political, social and economic machinery. Within that the potential and assets that women and youth 
hold can be crucial. Europe needs progressive alliances, inter-generational, between labour movements, 
civil society organisations and political parties at all levels, to identify innovative solutions out of the crisis and 
forge a vision for a revived Europe. A participatory process to take us out of the crisis is the only way for the 
citizens of Europe to understand the challenges and shape the future. Apathy will not work. We do not only 
need our young to learn skills but to gain knowledge so that we can jointly shape our future. 

•	 The power of our vision and measures to turn it into reality strongly hinge on the ability of our parties and 
movements to meet the aspirations and reach out to all constituencies – with special focus on workers, 
pensioners, women, the youth and marginalised groups. But this demands that we strengthen our 
internal party democracy, ensure women’s equal and non-negotiable representation in party leaderships, 
strengthen our legitimacy and credibility with the people, as politics is perceived, especially in South 
Eastern Europe, as a dirty and corrupt business of ambitious individuals, be they women or men. We 
need leaders with integrity and action with political accountability and transparency.

More young people should be won to the social-democratic/progressive cause/principles, so that the 
partnership towards a journey to a Europe of social justice and solidarity is enlarged. As it is our joint 

Pia Locatelli, Zita Gurmai (Korčula 2012)
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responsibility we need to invest in the (re)education of the young on the social-democratic values and (re)
education on rights, principles and concepts like social justice and feminism, especially in the Western 
Balkans. Modern societies cannot be built on the archaic values. Revived patriarchalism, religious 
fundamentalism, economic dependence of women, violence in the family and against women, curtailing 
of women’s reproductive and sexual rights are unacceptable. We have to deal with cultural and religious 
stereotypes by concerted action.

To achieve this we need political leadership and political will. We need to ensure that women have an 
equal voice and decision making power in these. In a world driven by neo-liberal individualistic values 
societal solidarity and togetherness is a path to just and sustainable solutions. We have examples of 
women’s networks that are making a difference. Let us use these lessons learnt and assets and not only 
when it comes to electoral campaigns in order to get women’s votes. Progressive political parties should 
not be weary of alliances with the civil society and with women’s groups, but should join hands on the 
common cause. And vice versa - this is not the time for fragmentation. Our leaders, women and men, 
today have a historic responsibility.

The participants agreed to meet again next year and to continue the Korčula Women’s Political Dialogue 
on a select number of urgent specific themes.

Korčula, 8 September 2012.

Korčula School (2012)
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█ BacKGrOuNd iNFOrMatiON

“Korčula School” 2012

The “Korčula School” is jointly organised by the FEPS and CEE Network for Gender Issues/ European Forum 
for Democracy and Solidarity with the financial support of the Olof Palme International Center. 

The initiative for the meeting was inspired by the free thinking, substantive and open discussions held in 
Korčula from 1963-1974 as Korčula Praxis School, a unique political, ideological exchange of views and 
forward looking debates on critical issues of the moment. 

The meeting was attended by 24 participants – women members of European and national parliaments, 
women politicians and activists, academic - from the CEE region - Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, 
Hungary, Montenegro, Serbia, Slovenia and from France, Greece, Italy, The Netherlands, Spain).

The main topic of the meeting was “Political, Economic and Social Challenges in South Eastern Europe – 
impact on gender equality”. 

The objective of this “Korčula School” was to discuss the political, social and economic choices that South 
Eastern Europe has, within the broader European framework, particularly from the perspective of gender 
equality and the empowerment of all social actors to deal with the current challenges. The debates are 

designed to inform and inspire the broader political discussions undertaken by the FEPS, the Party of European 
Socialists and PES Women the European Forum for Democracy and Solidarity, especially in view of European 
Parliamentary elections in 2014 and further EU enlargement.

The discussions were governed by Chatham House rules and were off-the-record.

The School was financially supported by the Sida&Olof Palme Centre.
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KOrČula ScHOOl 2013
“rEcONciliNG WOrK aNd liFE - cHallENGES, OPPOrtuNitiES, 

BESt PracticES aNd POliciES”
____________________________________________

KEy MESSaGES

a. conservative backlash regarding gender equality and women’s status is felt throughout the 
region, with different intensity. In the CEE region women are experiencing “a silent crisis” whereby the 
economic situation and austerity measures, more often than not remain neo-liberal affecting gender equality. 
Can the left start changing the societal discourse and rules of the game, which in transition have been/are 
neo-liberal? Can the SD/left have a clearer response, if nothing than among its party ranks and societal/
electoral campaigns? Can there be a better, conceptually and ideologically, formulated definition of the 
“private” and “personal” in democratic societies and political/ideological responses?

Korčula School (2013) - Participants with the Deputy Mayor of the City of Split
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b. Employment and social policies are the responsibility of the State, which however implies: i. political 
party action and work with its electoral base, especially in terms of national-local and vice versa political 
awareness and action/implementation; ii. social-democratic, left and progressive political parties to remain true 
to their values when in government; iii. strong cooperation with the civil society, including the private sector, to 
ensure that SD, left and progressive political options can become a reality; iv. strong and continues work with 
the electorate (also in between elections) to absorb the tension around reality, challenges and solutions 

c. reconciling work and life policies cuts across employment policies, social welfare systems and gender 
equality action. Social-democratic governments and their left coalitions should strive to formulate cross-
sectoral, integrated and consistent policy packages. This is also important for those countries members of 
the EU, in terms of preparations for EP elections. 

d. Employment policies need to: i. ensure the protection of human rights of women and men (women 
who have not found employment for a long period of time, women of 55 years of age, young women, 
single mothers, minority women, women with special needs, women with low levels of education);                                       
ii. provide a plethora of measures to ensure flexibility, adaptability and versatility in terms of 
meeting the needs of the different social groups6; iii. address the pay gap existing among men and 
women throughout Europe, but also in the region and support the PES/PES Women platform/campaign 

6     Flexible working time can be helpful both to workers and employers. This is not important only due to the length workers spend at the job, but also in the way 
working hours are organized/distributed in the workplace. This can have significant implications for the quality of professional life, wellbeing of workers, efficiency 
and competitiveness of enterprises. “Flexi-time” can help reduce absence from work, improve working relationships, productivity and work quality. When selecting 
models - forms of flexible working hours – it is important to take into account the needs, shape and character of the professional activity and its relationship to other 
activities, social/public implications and citizens’ rights and interests, territorial and climate differences and specificities, traditional and family life and needs and 
their adaptation to meet professional obligations public transportation measures etc. However, reconciling work and life remains an elusive and often not pertinent 
issue for women who have no opportunities to advance their careers, e.g. women working in supermarkets.

Korčula School (2013)
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electorate and the party base. The same applies to implementation – alternative policies are just not a 
matter of money, but of ideological clarity, political will and courage. For instance, is the “resilience” and 
“coping strategies” concept tied to sustainable development and green economy about resilience and 
coping or about substantive political, ideological, social justice alternatives and innovative solutions?

g. regional cooperation and exchange is of particular importance since there are few fora for this. The region 
is still in “transition” which, most often than not, is negatively impacting on social welfare and  structures. 

h. Preparations for 2014 EP elections need to promote: transparency and “clean” politicians, as key 
characteristic of SD, left and progressive parties; enforcement of rule of law and ideological consistency of 
“alternative” macro-economic and social policies to meet the standards of the EU, social justice, equality 
and human rights; small number of key, targeted (politically and audience wise) political messages, 
highlighting positive examples either from own or EU SD/left practice, and not campaign for a “Christmas 
Tree”; messages to meet the aspirations of women and the young.

The 2013 “Korčula School” was organized through a grant from the Olof Palme International Center 
(Sweden). It was attended by 25 party and women’s organisations high level  representatives from 
South Eastern Europe and guests form other European countries.

Started in 2012 The “Korčula School” by the CEE Network for Gender Issues,  is inspired by the  
Korčula Praxis School- former Yugoslavia (1963-1974),  as, a unique political, ideological, free thinking 
space for a substantive and forward looking exchange of views on critical ideological and political 
issues among progressive philosophers, thinkers, politicians, party and TU leaders.

http://www.europeanforum.net

including the  “glass ceiling”(real, fictional or reversible). recommendations, among others: i. revise labour 
laws from the perspective of protection of women’s labour right; ii. establish special employment policies for 
the vulnerable women groups who have difficulties in finding employment; iii. provide incentives for men to 
enter “traditionally women’s professions” e.g. in health, education, care economy and labour accessibility; 
iv. better apply the principle of flexi-security in the private and public sectors to decrease the divisions 
within the labour market and help balance work and family life as well as revisit part-time job policies from 
ideological and gender perspectives; v. sanction employers who discriminate against women due to their 
family status or desire to establish a family, often a feature of the private sector; vi. change and amend 
legal regulation stipulating gender equality and its harmonization with European legislation and enforce 
implementation; vii. support PES and PES Women in the campaign to reduce the pay gap between men 
and women; viii. strengthen cooperation with TUs.

Can SDPs, left and progressive forces be clearer on solutions that go beyond neo-liberal models and be 
more forceful in advancing innovative economic and social responses, remaining true to the politics and 
mission of social-democracy?

e. Social policies and welfare measures need to accompany labour laws. Social care in the CEE 
region is as much about formulation of innovative and alternative solutions/policies that would meet the 
standards of social justice and human (and women’s) rights as it is about implementation instruments and 
tools. It seems that tools and instruments, often internationally promoted, are to say the least ideologically 
neutral, if not ideologically (read neo-liberally) tinted.

f. SdP and progressive political and social forces are more often than not on the defensive when 
it comes to being clear on promoting positive, affirmative and innovative macro-policies and 
action. There is a deficit and clarity in communication of both positive measures and challenges to the 
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KOrČula ScHOOl 2014
“cOMBattiNG viOlENcE aGaiNSt WOMEN – tHE caSE OF 

SEXual HarraSSMENt”
____________________________________________

KEy MESSaGES

The 2014 Korčula School was held in the town of Korčula from 26th to 28th September 2014. The topics 
on the agenda (Attachment 1) were violence against women, especially the implementation of the Istanbul 
Convention, with a focus on sexual harassment and abuse, in institutions, the media and sports. The 
School was well attended by participants from the region and the EU (Attachment 2).

1. the istanbul convention on violence against Women is an important document signed by 36 
countries and ratified by 14 countries, including from the region: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 

Korčula School (2014)
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Montenegro and Serbia. There is still a need to pressure for ratification (some governments have a 
problem to get the Convention ratified by Parliament for “obvious reasons”). It often seems that countries 
in the region sign and ratify international documents, especially those relating to gender equality that do 
not “cost them too much” but make them “look good” in the eyes of the international community, hence 
doing lip service to the issue and limiting implementation of the same. This also applies to UN conventions 
and documents.

The gender mainstreaming approach, while overall desirable if applied and backed by resources and 
capacity, has in many respects “killed” the edge of equality and women’s rights, metamorphosing the 
issue into an institutional framework where it gets lost “in translation”. Gender equality standards in the EU 
accession “package” are lacking and the demands on the fulfillment of non-discrimination against women 
are “soft” in terms of conditions for accession which strongly marginilises the issue and the action by the 
governments preparing for membership.

2. there are many good examples of countries, like Austria, Croatia, Slovenia, Serbia and others which have 
taken steps to change legislation and address institutional capacities to deal with violence against women. 7 

3. implementation of the convention remains a challenge, like other instruments relating to gender 
equality and women’s human rights. The challenges are multifold but mainly relate to:

•	 institutional set up and capacities for implementation relating to law enforcement (judiciary, police) 
and social services (safe houses, rehabilitation).

7     See presentations at: http://www.europeanforum.net/gender_network. Zita Gurmai and Gisela Wurm with the Speaker of the Croatian Parliament, Josip Leko who 
was in an official visit to Korčula.

Violence against women, harassment and discrimination is perpetuated within the institutional 
framework itself – by government officials who are patriarchal, traditional and who tend to discriminate 
without having the necessary training, education and awareness. 

Most often the emphasis is on violence in the family rather than on violence against the woman as a 
victim. This is a patriarchal concept more socially “acceptable” and much easier for the institutions 
to deal with. This practice coincides well with the populist approach of the conservative right wing 
parties and religious leaders, thus again working against women as victims.

overall, statistical data is lacking both as a lack of instruments and capacity of statistical offices, but also 
due to a lack of reporting by victims (it is often perceived as an internal family issue linked to “shame”). 
When cases are not reported the victims are also not compensated, legally or even financially. 

Violence against women and their human rights conducted by state institutions remains fully an 
elusive category. Different laws and regulations in different spheres are generally not weighed against 
their impact on women’s rights and discrimination which is then perpetuated in their enforcement. 

•	 Political awareness and readiness to address violence against women, including in center left political 
parties on a substantive and systematic level as a matter of party policy. But sexism remains as an issue 
within parties and sexual harassment in the party is rarely sanctioned. But when sanctioned it gives results!

While citizen and civil society awareness is rising regarding violence against women, the issue 
continues to remain mute in S&D political party programmes and action. It receives low priority even 
among women politicians. When the issue was raised in party discussions the “tension” between 
the concept of violence in the family vis à vis violence against women arose. Party leaders are more 
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sensitized to the issue of violence in the family than the latter. Paradoxically, some participants 
commented that the LGBT issue today seems more in focus, eclipsing violence against women and 
gender equality. Maybe something can be learnt from LGBT advocacy.

Hence, the challenge remains how to position and empower women politicians within their parties 
and in parliament to raise the issue of violence against women and non-discrimination. Women at 
high party levels, most often than not, tend to line up behind the party leader and have limited power 
even if the 30% quota is enforced – what happens to the 70% of women in the parties? Where is their 
voice?  Women politicians in S&D political parties should break the “traditional mould” and be in the 
forefront. But intra-party solidarity should be restored together with intra-party democracy. 

•	 Budgetary limitations in terms of state allocations in the budget to address and deal with violence 
against women and violence in the society in general. This is paradoxical because the cost of violence 
against women for the state is high and should influence budgetary decisions and allocations to 
address the same. For example, the cost of domestic violence is globally estimated at 60b euro a day.

•	 Gender sensitive budgeting has not given the answer so far, as it remained isolated from the mainstream 
budget decision-making. Even when targeting health and social services resources remain limited.

•	 Societal and cultural environments and patriarchal societies which remain conservative and reluctant 
to open up issues of violence against women and sexual harassment. Patriarchy is not gender neutral 
and power relations perpetuate violence warranting a thorough change of relationships between 
the sexes. Countries in SEE have experienced “re-tradionalisation”, i.e. in the transition they tried to 
return to “traditions” going to extremes, hence the necessity for a rational debate on where traditions 
and “resuscitated” traditions meet to the benefit of progress.

Korčula School (2014)
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In traditional societies the concept of human rights is still a “foreign and imported concept” and 
women tend to replicate their traditional family roles  and “gender identity” (as daughters, mothers 
and wives) in the society, at their jobs. This makes it even harder to address the issue more forcefully.

•	 Sexual harassment is most elusive and there are overall few laws which address the issue.  It 
happens on the street, in the workplace, at universities and in schools. This is a cross-cutting issue 
directly relating to the core of women’s human rights and equality. It is as a rule not reported as is a 
combination of many issues - naming and shaming and a perception that reporting will not get them 
anywhere (men stick together). 

In countries that have specific laws on sexual harassment in the workplace there remain the following 
key challenges:  

1. the issue of definition (most laws only reconise rape) - not only consensual but that the other 
person has to give consent;  

2. implementing institutions - police should have a mandate to go against these cases. Regarding 
the issue of sexual harassment in the workplace collective agreements should include clauses on 
the same and can be a useful tool.

•	 Media is in many respects the culprit for the way violence against women, and in general sex 
stereotypes are perpetuated. Sex is omnipresent in the media and sex scandals sell in a climate of 
erosion of professional standards in journalism and a cultural vacuum. Even political billboards thrive 
on sexist messages. This is paradoxical since journalism has today become an underpaid female 
profession - around 70% women are in the profession and 80% students of journalism, while owners 

Josip Leko, Zita Gurmai, Gisela Wurm (Korčula School - 2014)
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•	 Political party action:

6. insist that party leaderships take this issue seriously as a matter of party policy externally and internally.

7. Insist that when S&D parties make coalitions, and often approach the political centre, they do 
not sacrifice and trade off gender equality to reach compromise which will end up being very 
expensive for our democracy.

8. Insist on the enforcement of gender equality within parties, as an issue of party democracy and 
decisive action to deal with sexual harassment and sexism within parties.

9. Start a process of analysis why women are leaving S&D parties and some even establishing their 
own alternative parties which may end up being a more serious trend.

10. Increase cooperation across party lines in the region and explore the possibility of agreeing 
on a joint Declaration on gender equality and women’s rights, to include financial/budgetary 
implications for implementation. This would not only empower women in party leaderships but 
above all recommit S&D parties to the issue and urge them to assume leadership in the society 
and political process on the same. 

Participants expressed satisfaction with the meeting and urged that the Korčula School truly becomes a 
political and ideological think tank on gender equality issues. 

and managers of media outlets are men both in the private and public media.

•	 Women in sports are discriminated against, last but not least in terms of a pay gap, but the issue is 
invisible and not addressed.

•	 Societal coalitions between civil society and S&d parties are still weak to make a change on 
these issues. 

4. recommendations

•	 When in government:

1. Insist that S&D parties in power, as well as in the parliaments and the media be clear and decisive 
on issues of gender equality, violence against women and sexual harassment.

2. Insist on an integrated statistical database on violence against women.

3. Take steps to pass laws on sexual harassment and collect, at least, anecdotal evidence to substantiate.

4. Insist on education system reform based on human rights, fundamental freedoms, civic, and sex, 
education and do not yield to clerical and right wing pressures. 

5. In terms of labour relations collective agreements could be a vehicle to address these issues in 
new labour compacts.
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Zita
GurMai
President PES Women

Member of the CEE Network for Gender Issues 
International Board

cEE NEtWOrK KOrcula SuMMEr ScHOOl

cOMBatiNG viOlENcE 
aGaiNSt WOMEN (VAW)

Opening Speech Zita Gurmai  -  27 September 2014

i would like to thank the CEE Network for organizing also this year the Summer School here in Korcula. If I 
remember one thing from last year, it is that we were able to reach out to a wider group of women and to 
have a thorough discussion and exchange with women from the region as well as women from other parts of 

Europe, with experienced and expert women as well as young and new active women. If I can dream big, than 
I would like to see this summer school to extend also to men. PES Women has been talking about it for years, 
and Emma Watson UN Women Good Will-Ambassador said it out loud last week at the HeForShe campaign 
launch ‘Gender Equality concerns us all, women and men’.
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 This is in particular true in tackling one of the most widespread violations of women’s rights in the European 
Union today; Violence against women has several forms, including sexual and moral harassment, domestic 
violence, street harassment, rape, forced marriage, genital mutilation, trafficking, etc. The UN defines violence 
in its CEDAW text as following; “Gender-based violence against women is violence that is directed against 
a woman because she is a woman or that affects women disproportionately and includes acts that inflict 
physical, mental or sexual harm or suffering, threats of such acts, coercion and other deprivations of liberty”.

The European Women’s Lobby explains it as “violence against women shapes women’s place in society: 
their health, access to employment and education, integration into social and cultural activities, economic 
independence, participation in public and political life and decision-making, and relations with men. At the same 
time, inequality between women and men creates the conditions for violence against women and legitimises it.”

What’s behind these words? Let me give you a few figures of VAW in Europe today;  

•	 45% of women in Europe have suffered from men’s violence

•	 In Europe, 7 women die every day from male domestic violence

•	 The cost of domestic violence in the EU is estimated at 16 billion Euros per year, amounting to 1 million 
Euros every half hour. The annual EU member states’ budgets for prevention programmes of male 
violence are 1000 times less!

•	 A lot of teenagers, especially girls have a negative or restrictive concept of ‘love’: they accept abusive 
behaviour from their partners (they associate love with suffering) ; they don’t realise that they have other 
options ; they don’t realise that what they suffer or submit to is a form of abuse

•	 95% of female victims said they experienced physical and sexual violence during trafficking

•	 Women employees are still significantly more exposed to workplace bullying than their male colleagues 
and that the difference is even greater in the case of sexual harassment: more than three times as many 
female as male employees report having experienced sexual harassment in the previous 12 months.

•	 In an online study, 99% of women said they experienced some form of street harassment, including: 
leering, honking and whistling, sexist comment, making vulgar gestures, saying sexually explicit comments, 
kissing noises, following, blocking path, sexual touching or grabbing, masturbating, assaulting.

Not only are these figures alarming, but studies have shown that there is a correlation between the economic 
crisis and the increase in figures of victims of domestic violence. According to a report of the European Women’s 
Lobby services supporting women victims of violence have equally been affected by the crisis, for instance in 
the UK a drop of 31% in supporting services has been witnessed in 2013. It is clear that action needs to be 
taken urgently, through national, European and International organizations and mechanisms.

At Global Level, the UN and UN Women have on several occasions, demonstrated that global actions can raise 
awareness and mobilise around the issue of combating violence. UN Women Director speaks about the global 
comprehensive approach, based on 6Ps; focusing on Policy and going from Prevention to Prosecution and 
Punishment of the perpetrators. Protection of the victims is also a major pillar of this strategy, which must be 
built in Partnership with NGOs/governmental bodies. UN Women is leading the UNiTE to End Violence Against 
Women Campaign creating “Orange Day” as a monthly action (on every 25th of the month) to raise awareness 
on combating VAW by wearing orange.

Apart from international, actions and guidelines, we need mechanisms such as international and European 
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agreements, conventions and resolutions. They are an important step in putting pressure on governments and 
in creating a legal basis to work from and ensure minimum standards and rights of protection.

I welcome therefore the very recent event of the Council of Europe in cooperation with the Italian Government 
in celebrating the Istanbul Convention. Last week, on 19 September, the Council of Europe (CoE) organized a 
conference ‘Safe From Fear, Safe from Violence’ celebrating the entry into force of the Istanbul Convention on 
1 August. The Istanbul Convention aims at preventing and combating all forms of VAW and domestic violence; 
up until now 22 Member states of the CoE have signed the convention and 14 have ratified it. The Istanbul 
Convention is based on the CEDAW framework and complementary to the instruments laid down in CEDAW 
(Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Discrimination Against Women).  

This is a very powerful document the first legally binding instrument in Europe creating a comprehensive legal 
framework to protect women against all forms of violence, and prevent, prosecute and eliminate violence 
against women and domestic violence. PES Women urges the remaining Member States and the EU to join 
the list of signatories of the Convention. I will not go into details of the Convention, as Marije Laffeber, PES 
Deputy Secretary General will go into the more technical details.

What does Europe need to do more in order to efficiently combat VAW?

In order to ensure the same rights for all women throughout Europe, it is crucial to have legislation on this 
matter at European level. Despite some of the pressure and coordinated work of PES Women and our 
partners, we have already some achievements:

•	 The European Protection Order (EPO) adopted in December 2011 thanks to our Spanish Comrades 
then in power. This EPO guarantees the same protection for victims of violence, particularly women who 

CEE Network Korčula Summer School (2014)
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have suffered gender-based violence, regardless of what EU country they are in. Thanks to this EPO, 
women are now being protected from violence or threats in one EU country once they move to another. 
For instance, if a woman has a restraining order against an ex-boyfriend or partner in France, she is still 
protected once she moves to the Netherlands.

•	 The so-called “Victims package”, adopted in October 2012. This directive, establishing minimum standards 
on the rights, support and protection of victims of crime, sets out minimum rights for victims, wherever 
they are in the EU. Thanks to the common work of PES Women and the Committee on Women’s Rights 
and Gender Equality in the European parliament work (FEMM Committee), a strong gender perspective 
has been added to this text, which at first did not focus at all on women victims of male violence.

However, the eradication of VAW is far from being achieved in the EU today and the EU legislation is too weak. 
The Former Commissioner for Justice and Fundamental Rights, Viviane Reding (LU, EPP) promised to address 
the issue but never actually did it. Therefore, PES Women demanded:

➔ Establishing a European year dedicated to combat violence against Women

•	 VAW needs to be back on the European political agenda.

•	 The European institutions have been talking about the need for eradicating VAW but haven’t done anything 
concrete yet. So they must prove that Violence Against Women is seriously taken into consideration and 
not tolerated any longer.

•	 It would allow raising awareness on the issue of Violence Against Women at EU level, giving visibility to 
the NGOs and organisations working on it and also making women victims’ voices heard.

➔ the European commission should put forward a comprehensive Strategy on violence against 
Women

•	 This strategy is long overdue! On International Women’s Day 2010, the European Commission promised 
this Strategy but has never delivered it since then.

•	 The European Commission has tried to tackle some parts of the problem but never its totality: victims’ 
package without any gender dimension in the past, now a focus only on Female Genital Mutilation…

•	 This is pointless; only a global approach can lead to Violence Against Women’ eradication (as explained above)

•	 The European Union must establish high standards for women’s rights at European level and to pave the way 
for a Europe freed from Violence Against Women.

•	 Let us hope that the new Commissioner, Vera Jourova (CZ, ALDE) responsible for gender equality will be 
able to do a better job in achieving concrete step in the positive direction.

➔ the need for securing all the European budgets/funds on violence against Women.

•	 Conservatives have been pushing for restricting the 2014-2020 budget (the Multiannual Financial 
Framework), as they only believe in austerity.

•	 But there is no gender perspective included in these measures. They therefore endanger women’s 
rights NGOs working on the eradication of Violence Against Women as well as all other Gender equality 
programmes/bodies.
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•	 Despite the efforts of the European Parliament in maintaining the funding of the DAPHNE Programme 
separate and at the same level of last budgetary mandate, it seems that the programme and its budget 
will be merged and weakened in the 2014-2020 financial period.

•	 Having programmes such as the DAPHNE Programme, are an important aspect to help the victims of 
gender_-based violence: ensuring service Provision, especially through the creation of a sufficient number 
of shelters and crisis centres, where women can come with their children and receive professional support.

Before giving the floor to Karolina, I would like to mention trafficking of women, prostitution and objectification 
of women as specific forms of violence against women that PES Women has tackled.

 Already in 2006, PES Women put the issue of trafficking of women and sexual slavery of women on the 
European agenda. But unfortunately, the Commission and the European Council have been pretty silence 
on the issue since then, in terms of specific legislation for protecting women victims in these contexts, some 
Member States and NGOs (this is especially the case of the European Women’s Lobby) have taken a very 
strong stance against these issues, including on eradicating and criminalizing prostitution, which they consider 
as a form of male violence against women. While Europe and our political family is divided on the issue of 
prostitution, the debate and developments about moving towards the so-called Swedish model, i.e. penalizing 
the clients of prostitutes, cannot be ignored.

As for the objectification of women. You have all come it across, the advert where women are half naked to 
‘sell’ beauty or cleaning products, or fashion pictures depicting women in sexually suggestive and/or raped 
positions….Indeed images that are used to ‘empower’ women as the sexy yet powerful women. Back in 2013, 
PES Women had a successful seminar in Dublin, looking on how media –visual and written- objectify women. 
PES Women wants to raise awareness and see how to address about this issue and the consequence of this 

type of ‘violence’ has to women’s real empowerment.

Sexism and stereotypes in media also prove to reinforce what some researchers call the “rape culture”.  Not 
only is violence against women, including rape, very often glamorised and normalised in media and through the 
image given of women, but also the way rape cases are reported lead very often to minimization of the crime 
and speak in favour of impunity for perpetrators. In the UK, several studies show that the way a rape case is 
described in media and newspapers have an influence on jurors at the trial for instance.

Violence against women, no matter what form it takes can not be accepted. If we want progress in our society, 
we need to progress on eradicating violence against women. And this can only happen if women and men 
along each other side are ready and actively saying ‘No to Violence’. 



GENdEr Equality 
iN actiON

- dEBatES aNd iNitiativES -
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SdP Women’s Forum and Forum of trade union activists
Bosnia and Herzegovina

PartiES MuSt 
ENFOrcE GENdEr 

Equality PriNciPlES

i n the aftermath of general elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina and the low results achieved by  the 
Socialdemocratic Party of Bosnia and Herzegovina, party activists together with the Women’s Forum and 
trade union activists organized a meeting to discuss current challenges regarding the outcome of the general 

elections focusing on the outcomes for women in the elections. They also analyzed the SD Party Statute from 
a gender perspective especially in terms of internal party democratization. 

In the Communiqué (Sarajevo, 6 November 2014) from the meeting participants expressed a clear view that 
women want to be equal partners in all processes taking place in the SDP B&H, and to be part of the solution 
that will restore the SDP B&H significance, strength, recognition and trust. Women do not want to be sidelined 
in this process but rather actors at an equal footing. Currently, SDP B&H has the lowest number of women 
elected in this general campaign. This was not the case previously when the SDP won the majority of votes 
with the largest number of elected women at all levels.

Participants also supported the introduction of new democratic standards through amendments to the 
Statute of Bosnia and Herzegovina. The SDP Statute itself should be amended to allow for a substantive 
democratization of the party and its functioning. Democratization in this sense does not just mean the increased 
participation of member/members in the process of selecting party organs and decision-making, but also the 
application of the principle of gender equality and equity, as well as the introduction of other standards in the 
democratization and harmonization process. Changes to the Statute should be comprehensive and not just 
limited to individual issues. The process of amending the Statute and the overall organizational and other 
changes in party functioning should be conducted in a participatory and transparent manner.

Moreover, participants demanded clear statements as to the adherence to the principles of gender equality 
to reflect SDP values, norms and approaches to the productive, reproductive and social role of women and 
men in society. Gender mainstreaming in the party and political organizations should ensure a balanced ratio 
of power and an equitable distribution of resources between women and men meaning that the gender quota 
should be increased to 50% as a model of parity.

Participants expressed the view that in addition to the application of the parity principle in party bodies, it should 
be enforced and applied in all party activities including through equal access, control and use of existing resources 
for women and men to ensure parity in the legislative and executive power when the Party is in government. 
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SDP B&H women advocate for the comprehensive integration of the gender perspective in overall political 
activities of the Social Democratic Party of Bosnia and Herzegovina ie. in all its activities, decisions and strategy 
documents. The Statute needs to commit all party organizational levels, especially the managers, to implement 
this approach both within the party and through political action in society, as well as in situations when the SDP 
B&H is in the opposition. The Women’s Forum, in cooperation with other relevant partners within the party, will 
act as a resource center within the party for the provision of educational and professional support in the form of 
preparing the necessary material for an effective integration of a gender perspectives in the party political work.

The affirmation and promotion of gender equality must be operationalized in the form of a multi-year strategy, 
annual action plan and a monitoring and evaluation system. This approach must include the obligation to 
conduct regular analysis to monitor the issue of gender equality within the party.
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8     Gabriella Ilonszki, is a professor of political science. Her main 
field of research is parliamentary government and political elite 
studies from a comparative perspective, including their gender 
dimension.

PartiES aS
NON-ratiONal actOrS.

a GENdErEd PErSPEctivE
tHE cONtEXt aNd tHE quEStiON

P arties are normally regarded as rational actors by political science academic literature, the fundamental 
aspect of their rational behaviour being that they are vote maximisers or more precisely seat maximisers. 
This means that their main purpose is to get the highest possible share of votes (and parliamentary 

seats, of course,  although the two are not directly connected but depend on how votes are calculated to be 
seats, that is mandates).
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This judgment is well justified under the assumption that if they were not vote/seat maximisers they would lose 
their raison d’être that is the main reason for their existence, which is to win, and get to government in order to 
be able to implement the party programme, to create and establish policies that according to the party would 
be in the best interest of their voters – and for the whole country. 

The argument of the following short essay is that this is not necessarily the case. There might be parties and 
periods when for some reasons this assumption falls through. My example is the Hungarian Socialist Party 
(MSzP) in the context of gender equality. I argue that the party failed to notice a political dimension that might 
have supported its electoral performance.

This does not imply that the neglect of gender equality within the party and in the broader national policy 
context has been the reason of the party’s failure and electoral decline in the 2010 and more recently in the 
2014 parliamentary elections, still it demonstrates that the neglect of gender equality points to the MSzP’s  
intra-party and political problems that contributed to the party failure. 

A snapshot view on the MSzP’s electoral performance and its gender context in the last decade is necessary 
at this stage. The once big party showed its electoral strength last at the 2006 elections when its seat share 
in parliament was 49 percent. By 2010 this shrank to 15.3 percent and by 2014 to 14.2 percent, undoubtedly 
a serious loss.

From the perspective of gender composition, the share of female MPs in the parliamentary party group reached 
the 15 percent level only once, ironically at the founding 1990 elections and then it has decreased just above 
the 10 percent level. In the critical post-2006 period, that is at the 2006, 2010 and 2014 elections it was 13.1 
percent, 8.5 percent and 14 percent respectively.

Numerically this implies that there are only a handful of Socialist women, more concretely just four, in the 
current Hungarian parliament.  It should also be noted that the entire political scene is disappointing in this 
regard. The exception is a minor green party (Politics Can Be Different, LMP) that observes gender equality 
in party organization, candidate selection and policy terms as well. Overall, Hungary is placed last among the 
post-socialist EU member-states in terms of female parliamentary membership. All this cries for explanation.

The following two sections will demonstrate with concrete examples how the mismanagement of gender 
equality issues in the electoral dimension is part and parcel of the party’s current difficulties. In the first section 
the societal values and in the second section voters’ attitudes will be placed in the focus with the question 
behind: was the MSzP successful in grasping the facts and developments in these regards? 

█ SOciEtal valuES aNd Party NON-rESPONSE
It happens more often than not that societal values are regarded as the main reason for the systemic 
underrepresentation of women in decision-making positions either in the political realm or elsewhere: people do 
not care or are satisfied with this situation.  Undoubtedly, there is a strong patriarchal line in the Hungarian value 
system, even a large proportion of women accept the traditional domestic and societal division of labour, which 
implies the underrepresentation of women in public life.

This reference to the responsibility of the society is not based on fair comparative assessment and neglects 
available data, however. Academic research proves that a large part of the Hungarian society has critical views 
about the state of gender equality in Hungary and these views are not any “worse” than in other post-socialist 
countries.  The first data to quote is not fairly new but as value systems, the pillars of a country’s political culture, 
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change very slowly we can regard them as a good starting point.

The 1995 wave of a comparative research project (World Value Survey) asked a representative sample of 
respondents whether they agreed with the statement that men are better political leaders than women. In 
Hungary, similarly to other surrounding countries participating in the survey (the Czech Republic, Poland and 
Slovakia) the majority of respondents thought that men would make better political leaders. Nevertheless, the 
Hungarian data are not any worse than the regional average. 

Just to the contrary: among male respondents the Hungarians agreed with the statement in the lowest 
proportion (although still very many):  58 percent, while this share was 60 percent in the Czech Republic, 67 
percent in Poland, and 74 percent in Slovakia.  At the same time 48 percent of Hungarian female respondents 
agreed, while female respondents from Poland did so in the highest proportion (61 percent).  As of today, 
Poland has a female Prime Minister and six government ministers, and a legislative quota supports female 
political presence.

These types of societal values are important but they can be overridden by political initiatives and decisions – 
moreover they have to be evaluated in a comparative perspective and thus understand their face value.  More 
recent opinion polls do not reveal any backwardness in terms of a fundamental gender equality policy instrument 
that is legislative gender quota – at least not as compared to the political elite, as will be shown below.

A representative survey was conducted in May 2010 regarding gender equality issues, including a prospective 
gender quota. 51 percent of male and 56 percent of female respondents answered positively to the question: 
“Would you agree that women’s political, economic and academic participation be supported by political 
measures, for example by quotas that would prescribe the gender proportion?”

Moreover, the share of uncertain answers (do not know) was high (11 percent), largely due to lack of information 
– the general silence about this topic in  politics and in the media , that is, rejection was only at about the 1/3rd   
level. These data suggest that the majority of the Hungarian population has a different standpoint than the 
majority of the political elite that voted against the first quota bill. 

In Hungary, two legislative proposals and one referendum initiative have failed that aimed at the implementation 
of a legislative gender quota. The first among them still occurred during the last government period of the 
MSzP, when they governed   together in a coalition with the liberals (SzDSz).

The SzDSz was the initiator of the bill, and the Socialists’ attitude to the bill demonstrated serious political, 
value, and personal problems. In the first place, the MSzP opened the way for the quota proposal submitted 
by their coalition partner without discussing the details, hammer out an agreement and start a proper and well-
prepared national campaign in its favour. This lack of preparation shows not only the political mismanagement 
of coalition cooperation but also that the Socialists did not consider this an important issue and were just 
pushed into this agenda half-heartedly.

The Socialist left has never regarded gender equality as part of modern left thought, or put in another way 
the party’s modernization has remained partial. The failure of the bill drew attention to the problems of 
representation as well.  Several examples from a large variety of countries and parties show that quotas are 
first received by suspicion – after all some safe positions might be threatened.

Still, normally an understanding develops that quotas as instruments to open up opportunities serve the best 
interest of the party by promoting the selection of the best – either male or female. The style and contents of 
the parliamentary debate on the side of socialist male politicians and largely the silence on the side of socialist 
female politicians was a sign that they were not only under-informed about the societal opportunity but they 
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did not understand the significance of the issue in political terms either.

The socialist women politicians signed their political death sentence with this silence: they were deselected in 
large numbers when the MSzP began to shrink electorally. In a way, it is surprising that female politicians did 
not take up the gender agenda because research shows that women politicians in the MSzP are notoriously 
disprivileged:  they are deselected in much larger proportions than their male counterparts, and they have to 
suffice with worse positions in the candidate selection process. The party as a whole and its female politicians 
in particular did not act according to the rules of political rationality. 

█ NEGlEct OF tHE ElEctOral diMENSiON
The MSzP also seemed to forget that among women voters it is more popular than among men voters. This 
gender gap in voting behaviour was unknown in Hungary (as opposed to most European democracies) for 
quite a long time and appeared only more recently. Female and male voting preferences began to divert and a 
statistically significant difference prevails between them.

This difference most probably is not due to some women friendly policies of the Socialists (which were 
notoriously ad hoc, controversial, and not coherent) but rather to the fact that the confrontational political 
environment and extremism sound less favourable for women voters.  Still, the MSzP did not speak to women 
with  its election programme, the electoral campaign, or prospective policies.

Hungary has a mixed member electoral system, a combination of party lists and single member districts (SMD). 
The examination of election results proves that voters are not at all hostile to female candidates. The gender 

composition of parliament in itself does not and cannot tell anything about this because women are regularly 
placed on the lower parts of the party lists and they rarely run in SMDs.

These decisions are made by the party, and voters in Hungary do not have a say at all in the candidates’ 
placement. (It should be noted that in most European democracies serious steps have been taken to open 
up the lists with different measures so that the voters can express their preferences. In Hungary the lists are 
entirely closed.) Voters can choose only between parties in the list tier.

To some degree this is how it should be because parties are the foundations of the European democratic 
model, but the lack of any flexibility is a democratic hiatus, not to mention the fact that the low placement of 
female candidates – despite the intra-party 20 percent gender quota – is a sign of an outdated gender regime 
in the party. As a result, only the SMD performance of female candidates can reveal how voters think about 
female candidates.

Of course, in these instances also party sympathies are decisive in voting behaviour. Nevertheless, the analysis 
of SMD result shows that there is no significant connection between the gender of the candidates and the 
share of votes cast for them. This implies that the voters do not punish women candidates because of their 
gender. If parties had more SMD female candidates they would not lose at all.

Indeed this was the case in the former (winning) period of the Socialist Party when in 1998, 2002, 2006 the 
strong female candidates won in SMDs. These professional female politicians were those who in face of the 
gender quota rather adjusted to the party main profile and the dominantly male party hierarchy.
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█ PrOSPEctS? 
On the above basis we can rightly argue that parties are not always and not necessarily rational actors. While 
the diagnosis reflects on past events it might have implications for future developments. A modern socialist 
party should firmly stand on the grounds of gender equality. It cannot be less determined  in this field than the 
majority of  modern European conservative parties.

A rational party cannot be inward-looking: constant dialogue with the society is an asset without which 
decisions and policies will certainly go astray. Open opportunity structures in the selection processes would 
serve not only women but the party raison d’être at the same time . 

Social democratic Party of Macedonia (SdSM)

cONFrONtiNG tHE POlitical 
OddS - cOMMitMENt
tO GENdEr Equality

M arinela Maričić -TUSHEV9 informs that the Social Democratic Party of Macedonia (SDSM) remains true 
to its ideological commitments and the struggle for gender equality and equal opportunities for men 
and women. The last party Congress in 2013 changed the party Statute and adopted a provision for 

the mandatory representation of 40% of women in all bodies of SDSM. 

9     Former MP SDSM in the Parliament of the Republic Macedonia’s two terms from 2008 to 2014. She was vice-president of the Interethnic Relations Committee of the 
Parliament of Republika Macedonia. She was a member and active member of the parliamentary committees dealing with equal opportunities and human rights. In 
the period 2008-2009, was president of the Social Democratic Youth of Macedonia.
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The previous quota of 30% was first adopted by the SDSM within the internal party reform. As a result, the 
party made a revolutionary move to change the electoral legislation and to introduce a provision according to 
which women will be represented by at least 30% on the electoral lists for MPs or proportionally one woman 
should be represented at every third place on the electoral list. This propelled Macedonia to be one of the 
leaders in the region and a leader in the number of women represented in Parliament.  The quota increase 
to 40%, in view of the total dismantlement and reduction in the rights and empowerment of women, injected 
additional energy into the bloodstream of SDSM women and that of all Macedonian feminists.

█ MacEdONia 2014 - ENdlESS POlitical criSiS
In the past eight years, says Maričić-TUSHEV, the Macedonian political scene has deteriorated from normal, 
democratized and recovering country to authoritarianism and brutality. Today, the political reality is marked by 
frequent violations of the Constitution, constant violations of laws, corruption, non-transparent spending of 
public money, instrumentation and abuse of all media, politicization of the judiciary and public administration, 
deterioration of inter-ethnic relations and the complete deterioration in the international position of the country 
and in euro-Atlantic integration.

The state is in a continuous political crisis which culminated after the parliamentary and Presidential elections in 
April 2014. The SDSM having won 34 of 123 seats declared these elections irregular and fraudulent. The ruling 
party is for the seventh month refusing to verify the resignations of SDSM MPs and to start political negotiations 
to resolve the crisis.

The SDSM set following political demands, according to Ms Maričić-TUSHEV, to end the political crisis all of 

Marinela Maričić
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which are focusing on creating conditions for fair and democratic parliamentary elections accepted by all:

• Technical government that will conduct regular and fair democratic elections.

• State to conduct a population census (the last census was conducted in 2001 and the last unsuccessful 
census attempt was in 2011. It failed scandalously and without logical explanation from institutions while 
opening a series of questions about how many people actually live in the country and how many have 
moved and how many are deceased, and raising issues whether the lack of population census was an 
opportunity for the use of non-existent votes to falsify the elections.

• Implement the vetting of Electoral Voter List as these abound with nonexistent streets, entrances to 
buildings and addresses supplemented without basis.

• Professionalism and non-partisan public radio service broadcasters at the Macedonian Public Radio and 
Television, balanced and unbiased reporting on all actors engaged in social and political action and limit 
the government media campaigns that serve as indirect corruption to reward the “obedient media”.

The current political crisis has its genesis in the events surrounding and following the adoption of the Budget 
for 2013. On December 24, 2012, opposition MPs were forcibly thrown out from the Parliament by fifty non-
uniformed and armed men. This action was preceded by expelling journalists from the public gallery to prevent 
them from recording the violence that ensued.  This action had violated several articles of the Constitution 
and a series of laws and practice illustrating that the state lives under the dictatorship of Gruevski and VMRO 
DPMNE... In response, SDSM organized a series of mass protests and rallies throughout the country, 42 
SDSM MPs submitted resignations requesting early parliamentary elections together in conjunction with local 
elections and announcing that the party would otherwise not participate in the local elections in 2013.

There was no institutional response to the violence of December 24, 2012. The Constitutional Court declared 
itself not competent to discuss the issue.  Negotiations under the auspices of the European Union followed 
which ended the so-called March agreements with several issues that still remained unfulfilled. This agreement 
allowed the opposition to organize local elections in 2013 that were again held in controversial circumstances. 

An important point of agreement, under the auspices of the EU, was the establishment of a cross-party 
commission instead of using government institutions to establish the facts and responsibilities. The work of 
this committee completed a report that the ruling signed but declared void. Thus VMRO DPMNE showed no 
capacity for political dialogue outside of institutions but rather insisting on imposing its views.

█ GOvErNMENt dEciSiONS - tHE WOMaN’S PlacE 
iS iN tHE HOME!

Maričić-TUSHEV highlights that, as the ruling party, VMRO DPMNE is  misusing conservative ideology with 
populist goals by often using «moral issues» (such as family values, homosexuality, religion, abortion, place of 
women in society) to manipulate and control public discourse. 

Women in Macedonia face continuous degradation of their social position, violation of women’s human rights 
and face discrimination.  VMRO DPMNE directly singles women out as culprits for some negative social trends 
(increasing number of divorce, birth rate decrease) and demonizes certain lifestyles and choices related to the 
emancipation of women.
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A series of state-funded campaigns aimed to put women where they ‘belong’ - in the family, in the  home as 
mothers of many children and obedient wives. These trends are supported by all stakeholders in government, 
despite the campaign to stop the humiliation of and discrimination against women.

The most remarkable example of the above is Prime Minister Gruevski’s statement in 2012 that some women 
are asking for their women’s rights, while the nation is dying so they should rather concentrate on this issue and 
give birth to Macedonians. This disturbing and discriminatory statement was the reason for filing the complaint 
to the UN CEDAW against the Prime Minister. The complaint was filed by the SDSM Women’s Forum and 
the coalition. However, to this day and after two years no response or resolution was received from CEDAW 
although the deadline for a response to complaints is set at 15 days after the submission.

Changing the legislation was another tool for dealing with female emancipation. The abortion law has undergone 
a series of changes bureaucratically complicating abortion rights and including several provisions which impose 
psychological pressure on women to acquire a sense of guilt for their possible decision on abortion. Some of 
these provisions are that the wife should submit a written request before a committee spelling out the reasons 
for abortion in order to obtain approval of the same; she should undergo counselling with a psychologist; be 
asked to hear the heart beat of the foetus during the last interview and so on. This law is far more conservative 
than the law previously passed in Macedonia which was based on the Yugoslav law from the seventies. The 
first Macedonian law had gone through a transparent legal procedure.  Women’s NGOs and the Forum of 
Women organized a protest outside the Assembly of the Republic of Macedonia and SDSM MPs submitted a 
series of amendments without success. 

The electoral program of SDSM for the parliamentary elections in 2014 on the other hand stood for free 
abortion in state hospitals for women recipients of social assistance, at least one oral hormonal contraception 
on the positive list (free) of the Health Fund, rational utilization of resources for physical contraceptive taxation 

with the lowest tax rate, ensuring capacities and equipment of all maternity hospital in accordance with modern 
medical standards for obstetric activity.

The passing of the new abortion bill was followed by TV campaigns depicting women as “baby killers”. These 
were conducted also by NGOs fostered by the VMRO DPMNE and authored by the Government.

The campaign “Keep the third child”, says Maričić-TUSHEV, was again directed towards women having 
followed the TV spot in which a black and white situation simplifying a false choice – a warm home full of love 
and children or a cold and lonely home of women career makers. Such a portrayal of life choices suggests 
that a woman’s place is in the home to care for the children and the husband. In fact one of the measures of 
the Government was that the woman who will give birth to four children will not need to work but will get a 
minimum state pension. 

This campaign was followed by controversy since the law aims at encouraging higher birth rates and primarily 
aimed at persuading ethnic Macedonians to expand the family in geographic areas where the state had little 
or negative population growth, says Maričić-TUSHEV. In this way, the families of the municipalities that have 
low or negative birth rate growth will receive help for a third or additional children, while areas with high birth 
rates will not receive assistance from this program. As a result ethnic Macedonian families will be able to use 
the benefits while Albanian,  Roma and Turkish large families will benefit less often. Civil society organizations 
raised the constitutionality of this law the Constitutional Court and the court has pronounced the law  prejudiced 
and annulled it.

On the other hand, SDSM has fought for policies of concrete assistance to parents especially mothers and 
appropriate childcare. In municipalities where SDSM leads the local government childcare institutions where 
strengthened and there is a move towards flexible working hours in kindergartens (second and third shift) to 
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meet the needs of working parents. This has been implemented in several municipalities with SDSM mayors 
and local government.

Maričić-TUSHEV continues to quote that VMRO DPMNE made several changes in labor legislation that went 
directly to the detriment of women workers including that the same job is not guaranteed before and after 
maternity leave and that the payment of maternity leave should be provided by employers and then reimbursed 
by the state. This opens up the space for untimely payment of parental leave and the further deterioration of 
the already fragile situation of young families. SDSM solutions would be to return to the previous positive legal 
provisions that protect female workers, simplify the legal procedure for maternity leave and timely payment, 
introducing a legal option for paid parental leave and also to the other parent for a period of 40 days from the 
birth date of the child.

It is surprising that the whole emancipation process undertaken by former Yugoslavia, such as family planning, 
education of women and their active involvement in professional life, politics, business and the community 
alike are marked as wrong and unnecessary, and the role of the woman is seen only through her maternal 
(biological) role and position as housewife and wife. The ideal of a successful woman is no longer the one that 
successfully balances professional and family life, but the one that gives birth to many children and thus saves 
the nation from extinction.

The SDSM Women’s Forum, informs Maričić-TUSHEV, organized numerous discussions and meetings with 
citizens across the state in which the professionals and party officials promoted these measures to be translated 
into concrete solutions. This activity is geared at raising the public debate on social issues that concern women. 
In addition and to increase the visibility and improve the position of women in society the party has initiated the 
signing of a declaration to promote equal opportunities for men and women. The declaration was signed by 
all political parties except the two ruling parties - VMRO DPMNE and DUI, all non-governmental organizations 

dealing with different aspects related to the rights of women and their empowerment. The signing was followed 
public and media coverage.

SDSM at this point is actively engaged in daily meetings with citizens through the campaign “work together”. 
With this campaign every day thousands of teams go across the country talking to citizens about their problems 
and explaining the policies, measures and solutions that SDSM offers. Equally the political leadership of the 
party holds daily meetings and thematic debates in cities all around the country for advocacy and citizen 
awareness since the party cannot get adequate airtime. In this way, SDSM is trying to break the media silence 
which the government has imposed in most of the media and to communicate their messages directly to the 
citizens. In this process SDSM is building partnerships with civil society organizations working in various fields, 
and especially on gender equality, combating poverty, human rights and protection of marginalized social 
groups, concludes Maričić-TUSHEV.
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Palić iii
tHird rOuNd OF diScuSSiON ON

GENdEr Equality iN SErBia

s ince 1978, Serbia had a vibrant and politically independent feminist movement. After 1990 women 
organised in small but very vocal and publically visible NGOs. They actively opposed the Milošević regime, 
fighting at the same time against the war and for a democratic and progressive, not nationalistic, Serbia. 

Women from left wing political parties who gathered around the Democratic Opposition of Serbia were 
challenged by the fact the Milošević’s Socialist Party saw itself as the only left option in Serbia also advocating 
for feminist values.   The Milošević Serbia had a well written national action plan for gender equality, regardless 
of the fact that after the first free elections in 1990, the share of women in the parliament never surpassed 5%. 

The Democratic Opposition, comprising of 18 varied political parties, several being very traditional and conservative 
and some small left wing ones, did not prioritise gender equality or the understanding of the significance of 
women voters in terms of toppling the Milošević regime.  It was obvious that strong women in all left opposition 
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parties, except in the League of Social Democrats of Vojvodina (LSDV), were very few and not influential or not 
gender sensitive enough to take active part in the democratic opposition at an equal footing with men. 

As a result it was the women from NGOs who gave the initiative to organise a cross-cutting women’s coalition. 
The coalition came together in Palić I in 2000, bringing together women from all opposition parties, from NGOs, 
activists from independent trade unions, feminists from universities and strong women from the critical media.  
The outcome of Palić I was the organisation of four women’s networks - the network of women politicians, 
the network of women in NGOs and the network of women in trade unions and the media. They decided to 
put forward five requests concerning gender equality aspects for a new, democratic Serbia. These networks 
played an important role in the electoral campaign which ousted Milošević since the united opposition won, 
according to data, by the votes of progressive women and young people.  

When the democratic opposition came to power, the women from the left parties assumed a number of 
important positions first in the executive branch and later also in the parliament. They played a crucial role in the 
enactment of quotas and the establishment of a strong and efficient gender equality mechanism. Women from 
the LSD of Vojvodina were the vanguard, always a step in front of those in central Serbia, leading the way by 
passing the first equal opportunity act, putting in place the first ombudsman for gender equality, establishing 
special programs for women’s entrepreneurship...

In 2006, Serbia was again at the crossroads. EU integration was the dream of the leading democratic coalition 
but the voices from the nationalistic and conservative right were very strong trying to take Serbia in the opposite 
direction. This was the moment when progressive women in Serbia, again with the strongest influence of those from 
civil society and left wing parties, called the second nationwide women’s conference - Palić II. At this conference 
progressive women of Serbia clearly opted for a European path and again their votes contributed to keeping the 
Tadić DP in power, even though it was weakened and forced to make a coalition with former Milošević party.

At the instigation of international actors women parliamentarians from the left were  first to accept and  
succeeded  in establishing a network of women parliamentarians from all parliamentary political parties. They 
succeeded in formulating a minimum plan of action focusing on: an action plan to implement the UN resolution 
1325 and to ratify the Istanbul Convention against violence against women. The network’s biggest success in 
the period when Democratic Party was leading the governing coalition was the enactment of quota rules which 
brought 33% of women to the Serbian parliament. 

The 2012 elections have totally changed the Serbian  political environment: the democratic coalition was 
defeated;  its biggest party, DP, split in two; power shifted to the populist, undemocratic, nationalistic right 
parties, Serbian Progressive Party and SP of Serbia. In spite of their previous positions the latter still decided 
to lead Serbia into the EU.  One of the first steps of the new right wing government was to dismantle the state 
gender equality office. There was a clear danger that all the gender equality gains since 2000 might be lost. 
Today the Serbian Parliament has 33% of women MPs (more than two thirds of them are coming from the 
right wing parties) and the government has 5 women ministers. The leadership of the Women’s parliamentarian 
network moved to an MP from populist Vućić party. 

In view of these developments women from NGOs gave the initiative to organize the Palić III conference. For 
the first time the conference assembled women from all political options eager to initiate a political dialogue in 
Serbia which would take the Serbian politics out of the current deadlock where two political blocs are trying 
to annihilate each other.  The idea was, to direct Serbian politics towards a joint action needed in the process 
of eu integration. 

Palić III was an attempt to unite active women in Serbia to work together on the improvement of women’s 
human rights and to make use of the EU integration process to improve the status of women in Serbia. Women 
from the left were not in a position to assume the driver’s seat in this process, but they remain the ones who have 
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the capacity, with the knowledge and great political skills, and if given the space, to influence gender equality 
policies of the new government of Serbia.  It stays open to see if this approach will bring any tangible results.  

█ Palić iii
i. requirements and accountability

We, women and men signatories to the platform demand:

• Equal opportunities for access to justice and the efficient and effective protection of rights

• Equal participation of women and men in policy making and strategy setting in all areas of society, 
including the process of EU integration

• Amendment of the anti-discrimination legislation and the Law on Gender Equality

• The introduction of a gender perspective as the principle for the drafting of laws and policies in all areas 
of society

• Further strengthening of the institutions for gender equality

• Monitoring and control of law enforcement and responsibility for their application

• Adoption of new policies and strategies to improve the status of women and promote gender equality 
and gender mainstreaming consistently and systematically in all development strategies and action plans 
and at all levels

• Consistent and systematic introduction of gender budgeting at all levels, in all institutions

• Engendering  of all state institutions and regular audits

• Engendering of all development projects at the national, regional and local level 

• Decent work and fair wages

We, women and men signatories to the platform, commit ourselves that we shall, in places we live in, in institutions 
and organizations in which we work, and within the business and the professions that we do strive for:

• Equality of women and men in public and private spheres

•  Promotion of gender equality principles in the areas in which we work

•  Gender-sensitive approach and understanding of the needs and positions of different social groups

•  The application of international standards in the field of gender equality
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•  Improvement of legislation in the field of anti-discrimination, gender equality and law enforcement

•  Consistent application and implementation of strategies and action plans regarding gender equality and 
anti-discrimination

•  The development of institutions for gender equality

•  Engendering all strategies, action plans and development projects

•  Respect and dignity of women and of all discriminated groups in society during public appearances in 
the media

•  Actively participate in the creation, implementation and evaluation of the effects of policies defined by 
the platform

Aware of our responsibilities and rights, we men and women signatories to this platform, commit to continue the 
dialogue, to remain online, to express solidarity when women’s rights are threatened, and mutually exchange 
information and knowledge, so that we can successfully implement the objectives defined in the platform.

FEMiNiSt MaNiFEStO 
2014 iN SlOvENia

W omen activists from the Socialdemocratic party in Slovenia have the best track record in promoting 
gender equality in the country. As early as 1990, SDP activist women established the first women’s 
party organisation from all left wing parties in transition countries.

They also the first to: establish the quota; pressure the party to respect a firm 40% voluntary party quota for 
party organs and party electoral lists since 1995; make their party accept a special party program for the 
empowerment of women. They were also the first to bring their gender equality policies in the alternative party 
electoral programme and later to include these in the governmental coalition where SDP was the biggest party 
(2008-2011).  

Still the SDP was for 20 years a modest party in opposition or at best a minor partner in a big or liberal coalition. 
This is why SDP women activists learned very soon that if they want to prevent different governments to 
dismantle the positive legacy of socialist times on gender equality and to  improve the status of women in the 
society, they need to form cross cutting women issue coalitions. 
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They forged coalitions to, among others:

•	 Safeguard, in the new constitution, free of charge  and safe abortion, access to contraceptives and family 
planning counselling

•	 Keep in place strong, high quality, affordable  public, secular child care

•	 Keep public schools secular

•	 Institute prevention and punishment of sexual harassment

•	 Safeguard the public health care system including gynaecology/obstetrics and paediatrics at the level of 
primary health care.

It was very difficult to forge a cross cutting coalition in the parliament on the issue of legal quotas. It took 
women activists from SD party nearly 10 years to understand that they should not promote legal quotas as 
their partisan issue, but rather that they need to do it in cooperation and coordination with women from the 
civil society, with women organisations from other parties and with women in the parliament,  using the most 
visible party men as promoters of this initiative.

The solution was very simple but difficult for their party and their personal egos:  In 2001, SDP women activists 
initiated the establishment of a so called parity coalition with women from the NGO sector. They decided to 
step back and let two modest, very committed NGO women activists to lead the process. SDP women activists 
and women MPs supported them in this process, helping with their connections, know-how and tactical skills, 
but always letting them lead to enable everybody to participate and give their share in a cooperative manner. 

As a result they succeeded to get everybody on board, to prevent that any woman activist or woman MP  from 
other parties would feel uncomfortable for taking part in a political initiative of the competing party.  In this way 
it became possible to change the constitution and to enact strong quota regulations in electoral legislation at 
all levels. 

The Slovenian NGO sector is rather small but genuine. It did not come into being with a strong financial support 
from international actors who came to support women in armed and post armed conflict situations, as was the 
case in Balkan countries affected by wars in the nineties. These organisations are mostly dealing with violence 
against women, with peace initiatives, with protection of the public health care system and women’s sexual 
and reproductive rights and health, with the promotion of women entrepreneurs, promotion of gender equality 
within the parties. 

The CEE Network for Gender Issues – Ljubljana Office used to be the only NGO in Slovenia dealing with the 
political empowerment of women. From 2010 there is another one, named Institute for social creativity. In 2006, 
CEE Network gave the initiative to form an NGO umbrella organisation – Women’s Lobby of Slovenia, and this 
organisation connected 8 women’s NGOs, Women’s Forum of SDP and many visible university feminists.

This organisation has been strongly supported by SDP women activists but again they were not visible in the 
first positions, but working hard together with other members of this Lobby on promotion parity, advocacy for 
the ratification of Istanbul convention, analyses of the pay gap in Slovenia, a series of solidarity actions with 
women from Spain ,Poland,  Hungary, Russia,  Turkey, when their reproductive rights were questioned by 
conservative governments of these countries. 

It is possible that as a result of  this approach by SD women activists, Slovenia was the only country in transition 
that did not lose any of essential personal women’s rights and has even improved state policies on work-life 
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balance in the 1991- 2008 period.   But in the 2008 financial crises struck, public debt surged very fast and the 
country was pushed by a conservative EU into a series of austerity policies which made SD led governmental 
coalition so unpopular that it fell apart and lost the power in early elections of 2011. 

A new centre left party was formed, a new centre right party was born and both parties won early elections 
and for the first time brought in 33% of women MPs. But due to the stubbornness of two left party leaders 
who could not strike a deal to form a new coalition, full-fledged conservative government has been formed in 
2012. And for the first time austerity measures hit the women  much harder than men, as these measures had 
severely cut  the wages in the public sector where women are  the main labour force; indemnity for maternity 
and parental leave were diminished; paying for the second child in public child care has been introduced; the 
social right to financial security supplement for the poorest (mostly women) pensioners was transformed  into 
a state loan which should be deducted from the inheritance of the pensioner who gets it. This government also 
dismantled the Office for Equal Opportunities which was in place from 1992, and transferred it to the Ministry 
of Labour as a small auxiliary sector with a ridiculously small budget.  

Massive social unrest and protests started in Slovenia in November 2011, as a response to the revelation of 
corruption in the highest ranks of party and state politics. The right wing government fell apart in 2012.  A 
centre left government was formed but the austerity policy did not change, and due to the power struggle in 
the biggest party of the coalition, new early elections were called in 2014.

The winner of this election was again a new party, formed only a   month before the election, presenting itself 
as a government of  moral and capable new leaders, who will get Slovenia out of the crises by establishing the 
rule of law. The parliament got 36% of women MPs, but they are nearly all new, gender blind and politically 
illiterate, even if they are all highly educated, successful professionals. 40% of the cabinet is made of women, 
a woman became Slovenian commissioner in EC, but the austerity policy did not change and the process of 

selling out of the best economic assets of Slovenia is going on.

 In this situation SD women activists,working in the Women’s Lobby of Slovenia,  gave the initiative to call a big 
national conference of women activists from all walks of life, from all political colours, in order to analyse what 
has happened to the status of women 20 years after Beijing and what should be requested from the parties, 
from the government, from the parliament  in the complicated crises situation that Slovenia is faced with. 

This conference, supported by a Norwegian financial mechanism and in cooperation with the Ministry of 
Labour was held in Brdo pri Kranju, 13.and 14. November 2014. More than 160 women activists from NGOs, 
academia, political party women organisations, TU, women local councillors and gender focal points at local 
level came to this conference.  But there were no media, not one woman MP, and out of 5 women ministers 
there was only one, the minister of Labour from SD party.

The conference unanimously accepted Feminist Manifesto 2014, and formulated the following demands:

•	 We ask from the government, parliament and political parties to set up a different pattern of development. 
Stop to senseless austerity, stop to selling out of our infrastructure and best economic resources, stop to 
accept those EU requests which are serving only to the banks and multinational companies. We ask for 
a different, indivisible human rights based, definition of growth and development!

•	 We ask for a different type democracy: participatory with parity, democracy which respects indivisibility of 
human rights, economic and social  rights of women and men workers and employees, the rights of all 
minorities and marginalised groups, Roma women and immigrant women, the right to freedom of sexual 
orientation, sexual identity and sexual presentation, equality of all families and equal state support to their 
invaluable social role of caring for their members, regardless of the form of the family. 
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•	 We call for the change of electoral system: 8 proportional lists without any electoral districts, zipper in the 
first part of the list, alternation of men and women on the top of the lists, absolute preferential vote. We 
call for the enactment of 40% gender quota for executive power and boards of the big companies. We 
call for inner democratisation of tu and political parties.

•	 We call for very concrete gender sensitive policies in 6 critical areas of concern: politics, economy, 
violence, poverty, sexual and reproductive health and rights, private life.

•	 We call for the renewal of strong gender equality mechanisms in the government capable to lead and in 
the parliament capable to oversee gender mainstreaming and we call for gender budgeting.

•	 We suggest and we will initiate a massive women’s movement for equality and solidarity in EU at the 
European level. We will work on these issues by creating big issue coalitions, we will strive to change our 
society and EU issue by issue, as we know we are still not strong enough to start a frontal change of all 
sub-systems and all politics.  

Regardless of all shortcomings active women of Slovenia have overcome the fear from feminism, the fear from 
being incapable of collective action, the fear from flying - asking for everything they are dully entitled to!  

Feminist Manifesto
First  conference of women of Slovenia

Brdo pri Kranju, 14 November 2014  

viOlENcE aGaiNSt 
WOMEN aNd GirlS

t hreats, psychological violence, stalking, physical violence, sexual violence, sexual harassment, rape, 
forced and early marriage, pornography, prostitution,  trafficking with women and girls, femicides, are 
wide spread criminal offecnes against women and girls.  Violence against women is a violation of their 

human rights, is a violation of gender equality. Prevention and punishment of this violence mirrors the level of 
democracy in the society.  
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Violence against women is one of the most widespread and hidden forms of violation of human rights and 
fundamental freedoms of women. It is a pandemic social problem. It is interpersonal, institutional and structural. 
All three levels are intertwined and have an impact on each other.  Violence against women is a consequence 
of uneven distribution of power between men and women in the society, but it is also a way of effective 
preservation and strengthening of patriarchal culture of gender inequality.  

Slovenia has achieved a certain normative progress in prevention of violence in the family, in combating 
trafficking in human beings and strengthening of gender equality. Alas, respective documents that were 
adopted gender blind and do not consider violence against women as a structural problem.  Violence against 
women is a political, economic, health and huge social problem and not a personal issue of the individual 
woman or family. 

National research undertaken in 2010 on violence in the intimate sphere and partners’ relationships showed 
that every second woman (56.1%) from  15 years of age onward, has experienced some form of  gender 
based violence. The most widespread is psychological violence (49.3%), physical (23.0%), economic (14.1%), 
limitation of freedom of movement (13.9%) and sexual violence (6.5%).  

In the field of trafficking with women for sexual exploitation, Slovenia is a country of   transition. Official data 
about trafficking with human beings and their exploitation through prostitution and pornography, are very 
meagre, criminal complaints are very rare. The support to the victims of human trafficking is not adequate and 
the corresponding legislation, especially the one concerning victims without Slovenian citizenship or other legal 
status, is denying them comprehensive aid and support.

It is important to take into account different needs and identities of these women and to ensure that no one is 
left without protection, information and support. This means that they  receive social care, psychosocial aid, legal 

protection and indemnity. Special attention needs to be paid to the marginalized and powerless groups of women.   

There is still a lack of understanding in the public and in state institutions that violence against women is a 
personal and private matter and as a result this issues seems to slip from political agendas. It becomes and 
stays invisible and underestimated, which leads also to sexualisation of the public sphere. In Slovenia, victims 
of violence do not have equal access to different services and do not have access to free of charge long term 
support and aide.  

The perpetrators very often are not sanctioned, prosecution and punishment are still not fast and efficient 
enough. There is a lack of knowledge and skills to provide efficient prevention against violence against women 
There is still no coordinated, continuous, multi- institutional  system of data collection.  

█ WE dEMaNd: 
•	 Ratification of the CoE Instanbul Convention on prevention and combating violence against women and 

violence in the family   and implementation of the system of work requested by this Convention. 

•	 Reflection and adoption of urgent amendments to the Law on prevention of violence in the family.  

•	 Redefinition of the criminal act of threat, now prosecuted only at personal request, to be prosecuted by 
official duty of the state attorney.  

•	 Change of the judicial practice in the procedure of defining the right of the victim to indemnity, which will 
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evaluate and realistically take into account the harm of psychological violence, suffered by the victim of 
violence. 

•	 Change of the discriminatory legislation with regard to the indemnity to the victims of trafficking in human 
beings which are now entitled to get it only if they are citizens of the EU member states, while the majority 
of the victims are coming from the non EU member states. 

•	 Consistent implementation of the right of the victim of violence in the family to be accompanied during 
judicial and other procedures connected to the violence. Eradication of mediation as a method of resolving 
cases of violence against women. Change of the legal procedure which now asks from the victim to put 
forward the money for her temporary advocate; the right of the victim to be informed about all measures 
taken, interruptions or beginning of implementation of the sections ruled by the court.

•	 Change of the rules of procedure in a way that the costs of the legal procedure, in case that the person 
who bears the damage  withdraws her legal complaint,  are not put on the person who is or was living  in 
family, or more permanent   life community with the accused, when the criminal act is in connection with 
this community.  

•	 Adoption of the protocol for contacts under surveillance between parents and children in cases of violence 
with clear protection of victims’ and children’s best interests. 

•	 Legal prosecution of the threats against professional workers who are dealing with resolution of gender 
based violence. Revelation of the address of the safe house should be   defined as criminal offence 
prosecuted on request. 

•	 Systematic basic, continued and permanent capacity building of all professionals dealing with violence in 
different institutions and services.   
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Emina
aBraHaMSdOttEr
General Secretary, Forum of Trade Union Activists
Social Democratic Party of Bosnia and Herzegovina  

SEXual HaraSSMENt iN
tHE WOrK PlacE: WHat caN 
Our POlitical PartiES dO?

s exual harassment and harassment based on sex represents a form of sex discrimination and a violation of 
human rights. It is a fundamental question of democracy to have a working place free of harassment and 
offensive behaviour. This article addresses the issue of sexual harassment at working places seen from 

the point of view of social democratic parties and what they can and should do to about it in their political work. 

A political party can and should act on two different fronts: inside its own organization, as well as in the society 
(both when in position and opposition). Acting inside the party organization is significant for at least two reasons. 
Political parties are a working place for many people, including not only those professionally employed but also 
party officials, activists and volunteers, members, supporters, donors etc.

Combating sexual harassment within political parties is therefore an important step towards creating conditions 
for equal opportunities for men and women to engage into politics and advance. Sexual harassment in all its 
different forms is an expression of power and is commonly used to deter women to engage into politics as well 
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as to keep them in their subordinate position. By addressing the issue of sexual harassment in a decisive and 
effective manner a political party´s leadership can create a safe space in party politics for women to get engaged 
and advance on equal terms with men. 

Also, preventing sexual harassment and acting upon it when it happens sets an example to other external 
actors on how to behave and what is acceptable and not in human relations. Political parties do not exist in 
the vacuum. They are very much so affected by the patriarchal values and norms dominating in the society. 
In this way, a political party that takes sexual harassment seriously in its own organization will be considered 
trustworthy in addressing the problem in the society and potentially reach out to those victims who fear to 
bring their experiences to light. An awareness of the problem and its harmful consequences, not only for the 
individual, but also for the whole organization, will make it easier to openly address the issue through concrete 
political actions in the fieldwork. 

Addressing the issue of sexual harassment is closely linked to the issue of democratization of the political parties. 
The visible forms of sexual harassment are usually just “a tip of the iceberg” hiding much deeper problems such 
as low level of democracy, corruption, power concentration, cult of leader, low accountability and transparency, 
lack of respect for each other etc. 

Research suggests that organizations, including political organizations with low level of democracy have also 
low level of gender equality and low level of female participation. 

Political parties are not gender-neutral arena. Very often men use sexual harassment towards women as 
technique of dominance. It is an expression of power and its main function is to degrade, diminish and offend. 
As research shows sexual harassment has negative impact on person´s self-confidence and long-term sexual 
harassment may even lead to health problems. Using sexual harassment mirrors and maintains a gender order 

in an organization in which women are subordinate to men.

Sexual harassment has many forms, which can be broadly grouped in three categories: 

1. Verbal – includes comments about one´s appearance, body and/or clothes, indecent remarks, comments 
or questions about one´s own sex life, direct or indirect requests for sexual favours, sexual demands, 
promises, threats or blackmails concerning a person´s employment conditions in return for sexual favours, 
sexist jokes etc. 

2. Non-verbal – staring or looking at a person’s body, display of sexually explicit material such as calendars, 
photos, magazines etc. sending sexist emails or text massages etc. 

3. Physical – physically touching, hugging, caressing, kissing, sexual assault, rape etc. 

Sexual harassment and harassment based on sex is defined in the legislation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
primarily in the Gender Equality Law: 

«Harassment is any unwanted behaviour based on gender that aims to harm dignity of a person or group of people 
and create an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment or achieves such effect.»

«Sexual harassment is any unwanted form of verbal, non-verbal or physical conduct of a sexual nature that 
aims to harm dignity of a person or group of persons, or by which such effect, especially when the conduct 
creates an intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive environment.»

In addition, sexual harassment and harassment based on sex is addressed and defined in the Anti-discrimination 
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Law. However, Labour Law does not explicitly mentions harassment. Also, the victims can turn to Ombudsman 
for legal assistance. In spite of the legal mechanisms of protection in place there has been hardly any court 
cases or any court decision in favour of the victim. Perhaps, the first and the most famous case from 2005 is 
the case of judge Vlado Admovic who was accused of sexual harassment of a female worker in a flower shop. 
He was declared guilty in the court of first instance, while the court of second instance cleared him from guilt. 
However, the Disciplinary Panel of the High Judicial and Prosecutorial Council decided to dismiss this judge 
from his duty as they thought that his behaviour had damaged the reputation of the court. 

More cases have come to the court ever since, but the issue of sexual harassment is still considered a taboo 
and the majority of women are unwilling to speak about it. In a survey on sexual harassment conducted 
by the Gender Equality Agency targeting private companies in Bosnia and Herzegovina the results were 
discouraging. Firstly, there was a strong resistance from the managers in the companies to participate in the 
survey, and secondly, the findings revealed that only 3% of respondents had experienced sexual harassment. 
The conclusion of the survey was that “either are we better than the USA and the EU countries or that there is 
a fear of reporting sexual harassment.”

So, what can and should political parties do to prevent, stop and investigate sexual harassment? 

1) Fix the situation inside the party. It is difficult to pursue this issue in a trustworthy way if you do not have a 
clear situation at home. This means you should have a clear message sent to everybody in the party that 
this is unacceptable behaviour and it will be sanctioned in case it happens. 

2) Include sexual harassment and what it is into the key party documents such as the Statute, Ethical 
Codes, and Organizational Plan etc. Outline clear procedures what should be undertaken in case of 
reporting sexual harassment.

3) Conduct regular surveys so as to assess the situation and measure progress. 

4) Empower women, but also men to recognize sexual harassment and to know where to go when it 
happens. 

5) Commit the party in your party program that you will be working on the issue of sexual harassment outside 
your party within your broader commitment for the improvement of working conditions of workers, both 
women and men.  

6) Work on issue within your framework for political-trade union cooperation. Trade unions have much better 
outreach to workers in their working environment. 

7) Discuss with your trade union partners how to reach out to non-members as well as informal workers and 
migrant workers. Agree on common activities that you can design and implement together. 
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Mirel
radić
President of Social Democratic Party of Montenegro 

Women’s Forum

SEvENtEEN yEarS 
latEr ...

t he Women’s Forum of the Social Democratic Party of Montenegro (SDP CG) is the first women’s 
organization that was established in 1997 within the framework of a political party in Montenegro. It 
serves as a role model for the establishment of a  women’s organizations within the party on the political 

scene in Montenegro.

To mark the seventeen years since the establishment of the Women’s Forum SDP CG, the Forum organised 
(29 November 2014) a conference and held internal elections.   It was an opportunity to analyze the results of 
previous actions, make qualitative and quantitative improvements to its work and mark the strategic directions 
for future action.
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█ tHE diStaNt 1997 
The SDP CG Women’s Forum started its activities with seven local boards. Today it has spread to all the 
23 municipalities existing in Montenegro and has 21 of its own local organizations. It is clear that this is an 
extensive network of women activists, whose actions demonstrate that Montenegrin society is still burdened 
by stereotypes and prejudices against women both in the private and public sphere, including in decision-
making bodies.  

In its previous actions The SDP CG Women’s Forum insisted on strict adherence to statutory provisions based 
principles of its autonomy, as well as in their ranks. In addition to the members and sympathizer of the SDP, 
the Forum gathers also women who are not politically affiliated, but who have accepted the Program and 
the Statute of the Forum and who want to be part of this women’s political organization that is specifically 
concerned with women’s issues and focusing on the improvement in the position of women in society.

█ WHy tHE WOMEN’S FOruM WitHiN SdP cG?
To have a special women’s organization which is autonomous in its work means to have a significant mechanism 
for the promotion of gender equality within its own ranks. A special organization within the party gathers all 
women’s potential in one place, as a separate political force within the party it can further women’s human 
resources and draw attention to issues of gender equality, contributing to increased activism of party member 
and advocating for more women in decision-making bodies both in the party and in state institutions (legislative 
and executive at all levels). 

In regards to the relations between Montenegrin parties on the issue of gender equality in the past three years, 
there is evident progress in the following areas:

• The number of women on electoral lists SDP has increased even above the statutory minimum of 30%, 
so that on all SDP electoral lists there is at least 40% of women leaning towards parity of 50%, women 
are well positioned on electoral lists with examples that a woman heads the list or is elected mayor,

• A significant increase in the number of women in government at the state level, assistant ministers and 
state secretaries of ministries, as well as the number of women in the legislature at the local level and in 
the city parliament.

 SDP Women›s Forum adopted the following conclusions and guidance on future action:

•	 According to the Party Congress it addressed the initiative to amend the Statute of the Social Democratic Party 

•	 To put up the candidature of a woman for the vice-president of the Party 

•	 Enforcement of the required quota of minimum 30% participation of women in the Party, the legislative and 
executive authorities, not only in determining the list of candidates (as it now follows from the Statute), but 
also in the choice of candidates in the organs of the Party, the legislative and the executive 

•	 To establish a new body, the Council of Women’s Forum, responsible for leading the strategic policy of 
the Women’s Forum and recommending the same. The Council consists of all former president of the 
Women’s Forum, as well as prominent political, scientific and public workers
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The Women’s Forum will continue to insist that the SDP CG uncompromisingly continues to advocate for the 
preservation of state ownership, social justice and policy of equal opportunities for all citizens, in order to avoid 
the omnipresent ideology of neo-liberalism that prevails in  societies in transition and forces left-wing parties o 
turn towards the political center and the right.

It was concluded that gender equality is not a “women’s issue”. It now, more than ever, requires joint efforts 
of both men and women and their partnership because women’s rights are an integral and indivisible part 
of human rights. SDP CG has become recognizable for real, not declarative, support to the achievement of 
gender equality because it is directly related to justice and equality that represent the core values of social 
democratic ideas.

The Women’s Forum is particularly satisfied that the issue of gender equality in Montenegro far exceeds the 
boundaries of party affiliation and that women’s organizations are connecting regardless of party affiliation in the 
struggle for the advancement of women. Such an example, is the initiative to introduce 30% minimum quotas 
for women in electoral lists in the new election law.  Women from all political parties, women parliamentarians, 
women from academia, NGOs and trade unions, with the generous help of colleagues from the region, PES, 
SIW and others, united in the struggle for the realization of this goal ... and it was successful!

There is more work to be done, the women in Montenegro, unfortunately, are still far from parity, especially in 
view that the current Parliament of Montenegro has only 14.8% of women. However, they feel emboldened 
by positive developments after the adoption of the new Law on Election of Deputies and its amendments, 
which were adopted in addition to the minimum 30% quota for the participation of women, and prescribed 
mandatory order of parity on electoral lists, in the sense of the obligation that at least every fourth place on the 
list is to be female. We are left to fight some of the following changes to the electoral legislation and selected 
them to be at least30%.                                                   

However, it should be quite clear, that the necessity for and the political participation of women is not only 
measured by their numbers on lists or in decision making bodies, but above all, in the protection and promotion 
of their human rights, in the fight against violence and discrimination within the society.

Finally, the SDP CG Women’s Forum concluded that it is necessary to take advantage of the current political 
moment characterized by Montenegro’s accession to the European Union, in terms of the requirements to 
improve the status and the rights of women, and to network with women from other political parties, NGOs, 
trade unions and women from academic Boards, in order to increase the number of women in the political 
arena and to promote and protect their rights in all spheres of life.
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Daša
ŠaŠić ŠilOvić
Chair, CEE Network for Gender Issues

tOOlS FOr 
dEMOcracy

- caSE OF GENdEr Equality iN SOutH EaStErN EurOPE -

A t a meeting of European parliamentary human rights committees organized by the Italian Parliament 
and Senate, 14 October 2014, CEE Gender Network Chair, Daša Šašić Šilović, spoke about tools for 
democracy from a gender equality perspective and using South Eastern Europe to illustrate.

In her introductory remarks, she underlined that the current political context in Europe and especially in South 
Eastern Europe is complex. European Parliamentary elections show a rise of the far right, but as well as in some 
countries the far left.  In South Eastern Europe there still remain the scars of the war of the 90s and nationalism 
coupled with xenophobia and clericalism. This state of affairs continues to stifle democratic processes and to 
plague the region as manifested in the status and treatment of national/ethnic minorities, equality of women, 
sexual orientation.
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While a lot of progress has been made in the constitutions and legal provisions to promote and safeguard 
human rights, including specifically in laws regarding gender equality, reality remains different as these are not 
enforced or as patriarchal attitudes do not change. 

The bottom line is that progress has been achieved, grosso modo, in enacting the necessary legislation to 
guarantee basic human rights, fundamental freedoms and within that gender equality. The foundations are 
there. However, the CEE Gender Network Chair concluded that there should be: 

1. Consistent human rights and gender equality mainstreaming, throughout the legislative and 
institutional system, accompanied by adequate capacities - human and financial resources – 
to enforce and implement them

Specific provisions (law, regulations) for gender equality are only the basis which should be accompanied by 
gender sensitive laws in all social and economic spheres. For instance, the issue of violence against women 
should be dealt with in education, labor relations, health, sports, communications…

2. Capacity development, advocacy and allocation of resources in the budget (domestic and 
external) for the promotion of human rights, fundamental freedoms and gender equality, can 
only produce long lasting and sustainable results

But this may be the easier part of the equation: entrenched patriarchal and traditional attitudes, coupled with 
weak (and underfunded) formal and civic education are those invisible, elusive and staunch barriers to progress. 
The gap in the perception, understanding, emancipation persists at all levels of society – from parliamentarians 
and politicians, to the executive, the city and the village. This reality should not be ignored but addressed. 

3. Strong scrutiny of the educational system at all levels with the introduction of modern and 
progressive curriculum developed in consultation with and support from the civil society

Countries in this region have undertaken the difficult task of transition and reform to fulfill the requirements of 
EU accession. Citizens are often not convinced of the benefits of accession and membership. Euro-skepticism 
is on the rise as living standards and conditions do not ameliorate and benefits of EU membership are slow 
in coming. And once these countries have entered the Union, the social matrix, read an emancipated and 
progressive civil society to accompany the acquis and reforms, is lacking. 

4. The issue of gender equality, within the basket of human and fundamental rights, should be 
part and parcel of the accession requirements, not only as a token or another principle on 
paper but mainstreamed across the acquis. 

This demands a commitment of the EU to enforce the principles of gender equality, and not only do it lip 
service. Too often EU staff and consultants/advisers to countries in accession, e.g. in Montenegro and Serbia, 
do not adhere themselves to these fundamental principles. The EU officials should provide an example by 
enforcing gender equality. 

Šašić Šilović concluded that the EU should also support this “educational” and “emancipation” process 
financially so as to create the necessary conditions for full implementation of requirements in a sustainable and 
forward looking perspective. But it seems that the EU/EC bureaucratic, and per force “neutralized” approach, 
has done a disservice to progressive and forward looking processes in the region. If this is not in the purview 
of the EC/EU itself than other European mechanisms should kick in more forcefully. Above all, the EU should 
lead by example and this is wanting…
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Finally, Europe is turning through the rhetoric, as witnessed at the last EP elections, but also in the overall 
political situation and in national elections in the Western Balkans, to the conservative right often driven by 
clerical pressures raising the necessity to safeguard the European legacy of the secular state, human rights 
and equality, social justice and fundamental freedoms.
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